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ABSTRACT 
A neural model suggests how horizontal and interlaminar connections in visual corti-
cal areas Vl and V2 develop within a laminar eortieal architecture and give rise to 
adult visual percepts. The model suggests how meehanisms that control cortical de-
velopment in the infant lead to properties of adult cortical anatomy, neurophysiology, 
and visual perception. The model darifies how excitatory a.ncl inhibitory connections 
can develop stably by maintaining a balance between cxeitation and inhibition. The 
growth of long-range excitatory hori;contal eonnec.tions between la.yer 2/3 pyramidal 
cells is balanced against that of short-range clisyna.ptic interneuronal connections. The 
growth of excitatory on-center connections from layer 6-to-4 is balanced against that of 
inhibitory interneuronal ofF-surround connectiono. These balanced connections interact 
via. intra.cortical and intercortical feeclbaek to realize properties of perceptual grouping, 
attention, and perceptual learning in the adult, and help to explain the observed vari-
ability in the number and temporal distribution of spikes emitted by cortical neurons. 
The model replicates cortical point spread functions and psychophysical data on the 
strength of real and illusory contours. The on-center off-surround layer 6-to-4 circuit 
ena.bles top-clown attentional signals from area V2 to modulate, or attentionally prime, 
layer 4 cells in area Vl without fully aetivating them. This modulatory circuit also 
enables aclult perceptual learning within cortical area Vl and V2 to proececl in a stable 
vvay. 
A eentral question in neuroseienee concerns how the visual cortex autonomously 
develops, stabilizes its own development, and then gives rise to visual pereeption in 
the adult. A neural model is presented of how these proeesses work and arc related. 
The model suggests how the mechanisms which enable development to stabilize in the 
infant lead to adult properties of perceptual grouping, attention, and learning. It hereby 
opens a path towards unifying three fields: infant eortical development, adult cortical 
neurophysiology and anatomy, and adult visual psychophysics. 
A related question concerns why visual cortex, indeed a.ll neoeortex, is organized 
into layers. VVhat funetional properties are achieved by "laminar eomputing"? The 
model clarifies how such laminar eomputing abets both infant development and adult 
perception by enabling cortex to selcet and complete correct groupings of visual signals, 
while aetively suppressing incorrect groupings, without losing sensitivity to the relative 
eontrasts and spatial positions of these signals. 
The model proposes developmental rules whereby cortical circuits grow whose exci-
tatory and inhibitory signals are balanced. Several model studies have shown how bal-
aneed excitation and inhibition can produce the highly variable interspike intervals that 
are found in cortieal data. (Shacllen and Newsome, Hl98; van Vreeswijk and Sompolin-
sky, 1998). The present. study suggests that such variability may reflect. meeha.nisms 
t.ha.t. a.re needed to ensure stable development. and learning by cortical circuits. 
Cells in eortiea.l area. V1 arc arranged into eolmrms who~;e loeal circuits link together 
cortica.l layers. Cells in each column have similar orienta.t.iona.l tuning and sensitivity 
to eye of origin, or oeular dominance. The columns arc arranged into two-dimensional 
maps of orientation and oc:ular dominance (Rubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1963, 1968). Corti-
eal simple eells are sensitive t.o the contrast. polarity of oriented image c:ontrasts, whereas 
eomplcx cells pool siF;nals from like-oriented opposite eont.rast polarities. The classical, 
oriented receptive fields of these cells are derived from local interaction~; between eel!;; 
in nearby cortical c:olunrns. A nunrber of models have studied how simple cells ancl 
complex cells develop their orientationally tuned receptive field;; within maps of orien-
tation and ocular donrinanee (e.g., von cler i\!lalsburg, 1973; Grossberg, 1976a.; vVilloha.w 
and von dcr i\!Ia.lsburg, Hl76; Swinda.le, 1980, 1982, 1992; Linsker, 1986a, 198Gb; l1ojcr 
and Schwartz, 1989, 1990; Durbin and Mitehison, 1990; Oberrnaycr et al., 1990, 1992; 
Miller, 1992, 1994: Gro;;sberg and Olson, 1994: Sirosh and lvliikkulaincm, 1994; Olson 
and Grossberg, 1998); Olson and Grossberg (1998) review these models. 
None of the models has investigated the functional utility of organizing visual eortcx 
into layers. Nor have they modeled development of the lonp;er-range horiY-ont.a.l and 
interlaminar interactions that link cells in different cort.ieal columns, or how such de-
velopment may be stabilized by self-balancing excitatory and inhibitory signals. These 
interactions are often cited as the ba~;i;; of "non-dassica.l" reeeptive fields that arc sen-
sitive to the context in which individual features arc found (von der Heydt, Pcterhans, 
and Baumgartner, 1984; Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989; Born and Tootdl, 1991; 
Knierim and van Essen, 1992; Sillito et al., 1995). The present artide assumes that 
receptive fields of individual simple and complex cells have already oubstantially devcl-
oped in their respective layers and columns, and models how longer-range horizontal 
and interlaminar eonnections develop between columns. This type of study extends the 
funetional understanding of cortical organization, because the perceptual units that 
visual cortex processes arc spatially distributed patterns of luminance or color tha.t. are 
processed in parallel by multiple, interacting columns. The model was briefly reported 
in Grossberg and Williamson (HJ97) and Williamson and Grossberg (1998). 
METHODS 
Linking Cortical Development to Adult Perception 
Perceptual grouping is the proeess whereby the brain organizes image eontrasts into e-
mergent boundary structures that segregate objects and their backgrounds in response 
to texture, shading, and depth cues in scenes and images (.J ulesz, 1971; Ramachan-
dran and Nelson, 1976; Beck, Prazdny, and Rosenfeld, 1983; Polat. and Sagi, 1994). 
Perceptual grouping is a basic step in solving the "binding problem", whereby spa-
tially distributed features are bound into representations of objeets and events in the 
world. Illusory contours are a particularly vivid form of perceptual grouping, since 
they illustrate how perceptual groupings can form over image locations that contain no 
contrastive scenic elements. 
The model suggests that. many aspects of cortical design have evolved to carry out 
perceptual grouping. In particular, the model proposes how the laminar tircuits of 
visual cortex enable it to develop connections capable of actively selecting and com-
pleting the perceptual grouping which best represents a visual scene, and suppressing 
the weaker groupings which represent the scene less well. The winning grouping that 
is chosen in this way can also represent the relative contrasts and spatial positions of 
objects in the scene. 
Such a linkage between brain ancl behavior typically requires a demonstration of 
how interactions among many model cells give rise to emergent properties that match 
behavioral data. Several types of emergent properties are simulated by the model. The 
rnoclel assumes that the dassical receptive fields of simple and cornplex cells have al·· 
ready developed. This hypothesis is consistent with data showing that the oriented 
pattern of LGN-to-V1 connections develops prior to eye opening and struc:tured visual 
input (e.g., Chapman et o.l., 1991; Antonini and Stryker, 1993a; Chapman and Stryker, 
1993). The model focuses upon how the longer-range non-c:lassieal connections between 
cortical columns develop both prior to eye opening and after structured visual input-
s occur. vVe propose rules whereby such cortical development is controlled. Several 
such rules work together to control stable growth of model connections by ensuring 
that balanc:ed excitatory and inhibitory connections develop. The emergent properties 
of this developmental process are the adult anatomical all(! neurophysiological circuit-
:; into which the model develops. After model development stabilizes, visual inputs 
activate cells within the developed anatomy, thereby leading to a second type of emer-
gent properties; namely, the cell activity patterns that match data about adult visual 
perception. 
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Figme 1: (Next page). 'l'he adult network of retina.!, Vl, a.nd lat.cra.l genicula.t.e nucleus (LGN) neurons 
to which the developmental rnodel converges: (a) Fecdforwa.rd circuit from retina. t.o LGN to cortical 
layer 1. Retina: Retinal ON cells have on-center off-surround orga.ni;~,a.tion (\vhite disk surrounded by 
bla.ck annulus). H.etina.l OFF cells have a.n off-center on-surround organization (black disk surrounded 
by white annulus). LGN: The LGN ON and OFF cells receive fecdforward ON and OFF cell inputs 
from the retina.. Layer 4: LGN ON and OFF cell excitatory inputs to layer 4 establish oriented sirnple 
cell receptive fields. Like-oriented layer 1 simple cells with opposite contrast polarities compete before 
generating ha.lf-wa.ve rcct.ified outputs. Pooled simple cell outputs enable cornplex cells to respond to 
both polarities. They hereby full-\vave rectify t.llC image. See text for details. (b) Cortical feedback loop 
bet\veen layers 1, 2/3, and G: LGN act.iva.tcs layer 6 as well as layer 1. Layer 6 cells excite layer 4 cells 
wit.h a na.rrovv on-center and inhibit. them using layer 1 inhibitory int.erneurons that span <1 broa.der ofr-
surround. Layer 4 cells excite layer 2/3 cells~ which send excitatory feedback signals back to layer 6 cells 
via. layer 5 (not shown). Layer 2/3 can hereby activate t.he feedforwa.rcllayer 6···-t.o-A on-center of[-surround 
network. (e) The horizontal interactions in layer 2/3 that. initiate perceptual grouping: Layer 2/3 
complex pyramidal cells rnonosynaptically excite one another via horizontal connections, primarily on 
their a.pical dendrites. They also inhibit one another via disynapt.ic inhibition Lha.t is mediated by model 
smooth stella.t.e cells. (d) 'l'op-down cort.ieogenicula.te feedback from layer G: LGN ON and OFF cells 
receive topographic excitatory feedback frorn layer 6, a.nd more broadly distributed inhibitory feedback 
via. LGN inhibitory int.crneurons t.ha.t. are excit.ed by la.yer G signals. The feedback signals pool outputs 
over all cortica.l orientations a.ncl a.re delivered equally t.o ON and OFF cells. 
Classical Receptive Fields: The model assumes that three types of circuits with 
(primarily) classical receptive field properties develop, at least in part, before the cir-
cuits that subscrvc non-classical receptive fields. liVe call the circuits that have already 
developed "pre-clevelopccl" circuits. The circuits that develop through model dynamics 
arc called "self-orga.niY-cd" eircuits. The model a.nalyY-CS one important combination of 
intra.cortic:al and intercortical pathways. It docs not attempt to model all cortical con-
nections, or the variations that exist across speeics. It also models the pre-developed 
circuits in the simplest possible way, since they are not the focus of the study, and 
the computational demands of the simulations are great even with these simplifieation-
s. Preliminary studies indicate, however, that the cornputational principles modeled 
herein can be elaborated and adapted to hamlk these variations. 
l'doclcl analyses will be restricted to cortical area Vl, and more particularly to the 
intcrblob organiY-ation of Vl that we propose interacts with area V2 to carry out per-
ceptual grouping of boundary contours. Converging evidence suggests that area V2 
replicates the structure of area V1, but at a larger spatial seale (van Essen and Mann-
sell, 1083; von dcr Heydt, Petcrhans, and Baumgartner, 198'1; Felleman and van Essen, 
1991; Grosof, Shapley, and Hawken, 1093; Kisvarday ct al., 1995). We therefore as· 
sumo that similar dcvcloprnental processes may be operative in both V1 and V2. The 
model's predevelopcd and self-organized properties arc described below, first intuitively 
ancl then mathcrnatically. Figure 1 and Table 1 schematize the model's conneetions. 
The proposed role of the blob stream in forming surface rcprc.sentationo, and its pre-
dicted intcraetiono with the boundaries fonncd in the intcrblob stream, are discussed 
elsewhere (Govc, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 1995; Grossberg, 1994, 1997; Grossberg and 
McLoughlin, 1907; Grossberg and Pcssoa, 1098). 
Direct LGN Inputs to Layer 4: In both the brain and the model, the retina 
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Table 1: Diagrarn of rnodcl connections. 'J'he first colmnns lists equations desc:ribing the model dynamics 
for each type of target cell. The second colurnn lists the relevant source and ta.rget cells, with Lhe sign 
of their interaction listed in the third column. KC'y: R:::: retina.. S::::: simple cells. C::::: complex cells. 
6 = layer 6. 4 = layer 4. 2/:l = layer 2/:>. E = excitatory. I = inhibitory. 'The fourth column lists the 
interaction kernels. Here, "f' rnca.ns a point-to-point connedion 1 i.e. 1 to a. cell in a. different lrtyer at the 
same position a.nd (if applicable) with the same orientation preference. G(o-) refers to a spa-tial Gaussian 
kernel with a. standard deviation of (J. The remaining kemcls 1 HI+ 1 IV~, U, \1, 'J'+, and T-, are learned. 
These kernels are completely general 1 h<wing both iso- and cross-orientat.iona.l connections within their 
spatia.! extent. The flnal column lists the relevant learning equations next to these kernels. 
activates the Latera.! Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) which, in turn, inputs to cortical area 
Vl. LGN inputs directly exeite layer 4C in both the cat and macaque, as well as layer 
4A in the macaque (Rubel and Wiesel, 1962; Chapman ei al., 1991; Reid and Alonso, 
1995). In the model, a single, generic, layer 4 is used for simplicity; see the pathways 
with open triangles in Figure 1a. These inputs play a key role in establishing the 
orientational tuning of V1 simple cells. 
Simple cells in the brain respond to a given orientation and contrast polarity; that 
is, they respond best to visual inputs that have a preocribed orientation and whose 
luminance preference, across this oriented axis, goes either from clark-to-light, or from 
dark-to-light, but not both. Simple cells in the model are pre-developed and are rep-
resented by circular symbols with half white and half black hemidisks in Figure 1a. 
i\tioclel simple cell properties arise as follows from model LGN inputs and intracortical 
interactions: LGN ON cells (cells that are turned on by input onset; oee symbols with 
white disks and black annuli in Figure 1a) and LGN OFF cells (cells that are turned 
off by input onset; sec symbols with blade disks and white annuli in Figure 1a) both 
input to layer 4. They are organized into spatially offset arrays, with the ON cell inputs 
spatially displaced with respect to the OFF cell inputs, as in Figure 1a. Due to thio 
input array, layer 4 simple cells can respond to an oriented input whose luminant area 
excites the ON cells, and whose clark area excites the OFF cells. 
Selectivity of simple cell responses to oriented contrasts is improved by including 
mutually inhibitory interactions between cello that are sensitive to the same orientation 
but opposite contrast polarities (Palmer and Davis, 1981; Pollen and I\onncr, 1981; 
Fer·ster, 1988; Lin ct a!., 1992; Gove, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 1995); sec the pathways 
with blade triangles in Figure 1a. Then, when model cells that code opposite contrast 
polarities arc equally activated by a uniform pattern of activation in the LGN, they 
shut each other off by mutual inhibition. On the other hand, when there is an oriented 
transition from ON to OFF activations in the LGN, the simple cells that bc:;t match 
its position, orientation, and polarity will be most activated. Olson and Grossberg 
(1998) have modeled how mutua1ly inhibitory sirnplc cells develop which arc sensitive 
to the oamc orientation and opposite contrast polarities, at the same time that a eortica1 
map develops whooe orientation and ocular dominance c:olunms exhibit the fraet.urcs, 
singularitic:;, and linear zones reported by Blasdel (1992a, 1992b) and Obcnnaycr and 
I3lasclel (1993). 
Balanced LGN Inputs to Layer 4 via Layer 6: In both brain ancl model, 
LGN inputs a.lso directly excite layer 6 (Ferster and Linclstr(im, 1985), which then 
indirectly influences layer 4 via an on-center off-surround network of cells (Grieve and 
Sillito, 1991a, 1991b, 1995; Ahmed et nl., 1994, 1997). In both brain and model, cells 
in the on-center receive excitatory inputs from layer 6, whereas those in the spatially 
broader off-surround, which spans more than a single hyper column (Grieve and Sillito, 
1995), receive inhibitory inputs from layer 6 via. inhibitory interneurons in layer 4. In 
Figure 1 b, open triangles designate exeitatory connections and black triangles designate 
inhibitory connections. Such a combination of direct and indirect input pathways to 
layer 4 is found in many neocortical areas (van Essen and IVIannsdl, 1983; Felleman 
(i 
and van Essen, 1991). The model suggests that it helps to preserve stable development 
and learning in all these areas, while also allowing them to be activated by bottom-up 
inputs. In partic:ular, the model predicts that the excitation and inhibition within the 
on-center of the 6-to-4 pathway are approximately balanced. The model also predicts 
that, if the on-center inputs from layer 6 get too strong relative to the off-surround 
inputs from layer 6 to 4, then development docs not self-stabili%C. Instead, the non-
elassical receptive fields of the model proliferate uncontrollably. On the other hand, 
if the inhibition gets too strong, then it can inhibit the inputs arriving at layer 4 too 
much, thereby preventing the c:ortex from becoming activated at all. 
Mainta.ining a balance between the excitation and inhibition within the on-center 
from layer 6 to 4 has important implications for cortic:al design. Direct activation 
of layer 6 is predieted to modulate, prime, or subliminally activate, eells in layer 4, 
but not to fire them vigorously. This preclietion is c:onsistent with the finding that 
layer 4 EPSPs elicited by layer 6 stimulation are rnueh weaker than those caused by 
stimulation of LGN axons or of neighboring layer 4 sites (Stratford, Tarezy-Hornoeh, 
Martin, Bannister, & Jack, 1996), and also with the fact that binocular layer 6 neurons 
synapse onto monocular layer 4 cells of both eye types without reducing these cells' 
monocularity (Callaway, 1998, p. 56). Other compatible data have been reported 
by Hupe ct rd. (1997) and Wittmer, Dalva, and Katz (1997). We suggest that the 
on-eenter excitation is inhibited down into being modulatory by the overlapping and 
broader off-surround. Thus, although the center exeitation is weak., the suppressive 
cfFeet of the off-surround inhibition ean be strong. The need to maintain the on-center 
excitatory-inhibitory balance also predicts why direct inputs to layer 4 are needed, in 
addition to the indirect on-center inputs via layer 6, in many cortical areas. The model 
predicts that, by themselves, the indirect 6-to-4 inputs cannot activate layer 4 cells 
without destabilizing cortieal developrncnt and learning. Henee the direct bottom-up 
inputs to layer 4 are predicted to be necessary to initiate eortica1 firing. 
Given that strong direet inputs from LGN to layer 4 do exi:;t, the combined effect 
of both the direct and inclireet pathways fronr LGN to layer 4 is to form an on·eenter 
off :mrrouncl ndwork whose net on-center excitatory input can fully activate layer 4 
cells. vVhen cells in such a network obey the rncmbrmre equations of neurophysiology, 
then they ean maintain their sensitivity to input intensities that may vary over a large 
dynamic range (Gro:oslwrg, 1973, 1980b; Hceger, 1993; Douglas ct aL, 1995). This is 
because the membrane equations contain "slmnting", or automatic gain control term:;, 
that. respond to properly balaneed on-center and off-surround inputs by normalizing the 
activities of target eells without destroying their sensitivity to the relative sizes of the 
input:;. In the present instance, such a model network maintains the sensitivity of cells 
in layer 4 to inputs from the prior processing level, whether it be eells in V1 responding 
to LGN inputs, cells in V2 responding t.o input:; from V1, or any other combination of 
inputs. The layer 6-to-4 network is also used to preattentively select and attentively 
modulate the pereeptual groupings that form in layer 2/3 (Grossberg, 1999; Grossberg 
and Raizada, 2000). 
In summary, the model predicts that the mechanism whereby the balance between 
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excitation and inhibition is maintained in the layer 6-to-4 circuit is of the greatest 
irnportance for aehieving stable cortical development and later visual perception. This 
issue has been hardly explored experimentally. This prediction implies that a key 
eortical design problem is the following: As more and more cells in the off-surround 
become activated by increasingly dense patterns of inputs, what prevents the total 
inhibition that is converging on a layer 4 cell from growing linearly? If there was 
just enough inhibition to balanee the excitation when just a. few inputs were active, 
then why would not the inhibition become much too strong when rnany inputs were 
active, thereby shutting down the network? On the other hand, if the inhibition is well 
balanced when many inputs are aetive, then why does not runaway excitation occur 
when just a few inputs are active? 
Development of Self-Normalizing Inhibitory Interneurons in Layer 4: The 
model solves this problem by assuming that the inhibitory interneurons in layer 4 in-
hibit one another, as well as ta.rget cells in layer 4; see Ahmed et al. (1994, 1997) 
for consistent data. In particular, the model suggests how layer 4 inhibitory interneu-
rons connect to layer 4 spiny stellate cxc.itatory eells as well as to other nearby layer 
4 inhibitory interneurons during development. These connections eventually span all 
the orientation columns within a hypereolumn, as well as all the orientation columns of 
neighboring hyperc.olumns. This reeurrent inhibition converts the network of inhibitory 
interneurons into a recurrent feedback network. Beea.use the eells of this network obey 
membrane equations, the inhibitory intcrneurons within such a population of recurrent 
interactions tend to normalize their total activity across the entire interneuron popu-
lation (Grossberg, 1973, 1980b). The total inhibition that converges on a target cell 
thus tends to be conserved as the total number of inputs varies, thereby preventing the 
problems stated above. If this property is experimentally eonfirmecl, then it will be an 
interesting example of how less order on one level of biological organization generates 
more order on a higher level. In particular, the crucial sclf.-nonna1ization property c:an 
be achieved simply by allowing the inhibitory interncnrons to randornly inhibit all eells 
within their range, rather than rcstric:ting their inhibition to excitatory target cells. As 
a result of this less ordered growth of inhibitory connec.tions, the stability of the. total 
network is facilitated. 
Maintaining the balance between cxeita.t.ion and inhibition within the layer 6-to-4 
on ecntcr does not imply that inhibition io weak. In fact., layer 4 cells that. receive 
only off-surround inputs c.an be strongly inhibited. The model suggests below how the 
orH:cntcr ofF-surronnd network from layer 6-to-4 ean use this property to selectively 
arnplify the strongest perceptual groupings in layer 2/3 while using the ofF-surround to 
actively suppress LGN inputs to layer 4 that correspond to weaker groupings in layer 
2/3. The weaker groupings hereby collapse. This is proposed to happen as follows. 
Columnar Organization via Folded Feedback: Active model layer 4 cells are 
assumed to generate inputs to pyramidal c.ells in layer 2/3 via pre-developed pathways. 
These layer 2/3 c.ells initiate the formation of perc.cptual groupings via horizontal eon· 
neetions that self-organize during model development. How these horizontal eonnec:-
tions develop in the model is deseribcd below. Before describing this, we first note what 
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happens when layer 2/3 cells are activated. Throughout the clcveloprnental process, all 
eells that are activated in layer 2/3, whether by bottom-up or horizontal inputs, send 
excitatory feedback signals to layer 6 via layer 5 (Gilbert and 'Niese!, 1979; Ferster and 
Lindstrom, 1985), as in Figure 1b (The model does not attempt to discuss any other 
functional role for layer 5, notably its role in generating signals to motor eontrol cen-
ters.). Layer 6, in turn, onee again aetivates the on-eenter off-surround network from 
layer 6 to 4. This process is called folded feedback (Grossberg, 1999), beeause feedback 
signals from layer 2/3 get transmitted in a fcedforward fashion back to layer 4. The 
feeclbaek is hereby "folded" back into the feedforward flow of bottom-up information 
within the laminar cortical circuits. 
Folded feedback is predieted to be a meehaniom that binds the cells throughout layers 
2/3, 4, 5 and 6 into functional columns (Mountcastle, 1957; Rubel and Wiesel, 1962, 
1977). The on-eenter off-surround network from layer 6 to 4 responds to its layer 2/3 
inputs by helping to eontrol which eombinations of cells remain simultaneously active 
during development, and thus which cells will wire together, beeause "eells that fire 
together wire together". 
In particular, early during the development of model horizontal connections in layer 
2/3, the aetivation of layer 2/3 eells can cause horizontal aetivations that arc relatively 
unselective for colinear position and orientation, as in the clata of Galuskc and Singer 
(1996) ancl Ruthazer and Stryker (1996). vVithout further selection among the pos-
sible activations, cortical interactions could remain both spatially and orientationally 
dispersed. This is c:orrectccl in the model via the intracortic:al folded feedback loop. In 
particular, suppose that a combination of bottom-up inputs and horizontal conncetions 
aetivatcs one subset of layer 2/3 cells a little more than a nearby subset of cells. Then, 
other things being equal, the favored layer 2/3 cells more vigorously activate their layer 
2/3-to-5-to-6 pathway, ancl then their orH:enter o{f-surrouncllaycr 6-t<J.-4 circuit. As a 
result, the cell:; whose activities form the strongest layer 2/3 grouping will suppress the 
aetivitics of other cells via the layer 6-to-4 ofF-surround. The winning cells then get 
emmectccl together via development, leading to a progressive inercase in the projection 
range and orientational sclcetivity of these cells, as simulated in the Results r;ection. 
This refinement process exploit:; the fact that oricntationally tuned simple cells in 
the n1odd and the brain can bias development to hwor long-range horizontal connec-
tions that arc eolincar with the preferred orientations of ;;patially aligned simple cells 
(Fitzpatrick, 1996; Sdunidt et al., 1997a). It. is shown below how sueh oriented and 
eolinear horizontal conneetions develop from an initial state in which no horizontal con-
nections exist at all. It is also :;hown that, after development self-stabilizes, the r;ame 
properties play a key role in generating perceptual groupings whieh exhibit properties 
of adult neurophysiological and psychophysieal data. 
Horizontal Connections and Perceptual Grouping: How t.hes<~ developing 
horizontal connections are prevented from generating run-away excitation and uncon-
trollable growth is one of the key properties of the model. A due may be derived 
from properties of adult horizontal eonncetions. In areas V1 and V2 of the adult, layer 
2/3 pyramidal cells excite each other using monosynaptic long-range horizontal eonnce-
tions. They also inhibit each other using short-range di:;ynaptic inhibitory connections 
that are activated by the excitatory horizontal connections (Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; 
McGuire et al., 1991); see Figure 1c. The exeitatory connections, which span sever-
al hypercolumno (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979, 1989), are hereby balanced by inhibitory 
connections, which span a single hypercolunm (Lund and Yoshioka, 1991 ). Thus, the 
excitatory connections within layer 2/3 have a broader spatial extent than the inhibito-
ry off-surround conneetions from layer 6-to-4, which in turn have a broader spatial 
extent than the inhibitory intcrneurons in layer 2/3. These relative relationships are 
also simulated in tho model. A range of munerical values could be chosen which obey 
these qualitative constraints without disrupting the model's key properties. In fact, in 
simulations of how the model performs perceptual grouping and attention, the excita-
tory eonnections within model layer 2/3 in cortieal area V2 arc chosen to be longer 
than those in cortical area V1, as is also true in anatomical data; see Grossberg and 
llai"ada (2000) for details. 
\~ie show below how both types of connections can develop to generate pcrecptual 
groupings "inwardly" between two or more image contrasts that are aligned eolincarly 
across space (Grosof, Shapley, and Hawken, 1993; Pct.erhans and von cler Heydt, 1989; 
R.eclies, Crook, and Creutzfeldt, 1986; von cler Heydt, Peterhans, and Baumgartner, 
1984), but not "outwardly" from a single image eontrast (Cannon and Fullenkamp, 
1993; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Knierim and van Essen, 1992; Somers, Nc:lson, and 
Sur, 1995; Stemmler, Usher, and Niebur, 1995). This is called the bipolc property 
(Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985). Illusory contours provide an excellent example of the 
bipolc property: If a single image eont.rast could generate outward groupings, then our 
percepts would become crowded with webs of illusory contours spreading out from every 
feature in a. scene. On the other hand, percepts of illuoory eontours between two or 
more colinear inducers are commonplace (e.g., Kanizsa, 1979, 1985). 
vVc now describe how a balance between layer 2/3 excitation and inhibition develops 
that helps to stabilize cortical cleveloprnent and leach; to the bipole property in the adult. 
vVc call layer 2/3 pyramidal cells that receive bottom-up input from layer 4 "supported" 
cells, and those that do not "unsupported" cells. In the rnodel, if an unsupported edl, 
or cell population, receives a. sufficient amount of horizontal excitation, then it will 
be driven above its firing threshold. The eel! population will then output horiwntal 
cxeitation to itself as well as to other pyramidal cell populations. Unsupported cells 
can generate suprathre:oholcl excitation if they receive enough horizontal excitation frorn 
supported cells. Turning off input support fronr layer 4 causes all supported cells, and 
then all layer 2/3 activities, to decay to zero. Therefore, boundaries can group across 
a gap proviclecl Hrc gap is small enough and the grouping signals from the supported 
cells on ead1 end of the gap arc suffieiently strong to drive the interior, unsupported 
eells above threshold. 
The horizontal excitation from a single supported cell population cannot cause run-
away exc:itation and outward grouping among unsupported cells because it also activates 
balanced disyna.ptic inhibition fronr smooth stellate cells. In this situation, the clisynap-
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tie inhibition is proportional to the horizontal excitation because both pyramidal and 
smooth stellate cells receive the same horizontal input signal. Given that horizontal 
exeitation from a single :mpported cell population is inhibited by disynaptic inhibition, 
how do groupings ever span a region of unsupported cells? One factor is that inhibi-
tion from smooth stellate cells to pyramidal cells can lag behind the direct excitation 
between pyramidal cells clue to the time it takes the smooth stellate cells to integrate 
their inputs. Therefore, synchronized inputs to layer 2/3 facilitate grouping because 
they allow the horizontal signals to summate at the target pyrarnidal cells before in-
hibition from local smooth stellate cells takes effect. This property is consistent with 
the finding of Usher and Donnelly (1998) that visual groupings arc facilitated when 
inducers are presented synchronously. 
This argument about synchrony is not sufficient, however, to explain how inward 
grouping succeeds whereas outward grouping does not. The model notes that when two 
or more pyramidal cell populations are activated at positions that are located at oppo-
site sides of an unsupported pyramidal cell, then excitation from these cells more easily 
summates at the unsupported cell, which can therefore exceed its firing threshold. In 
addition, this excitation activates the corresponding disynaptic inhibitory interneurons. 
As in the case of the layer 4 off-surround, the model clisynaptic inhibitory intcrneurons 
are predicted to inhibit each other as well as the pyrami(lal cells. This model hypoth-
esis is consistent with anatomical data, showing that inhibitory layer 2/3 interneurons 
synapse on both pyramidal cells and other intcrneurons (lVlcGuire et a.!., 1991; Kisvar-
day et a!., 1993). Hence the total activation within such a population of inhibitory 
interncurons is predicted to be at least partially normalized. As a result, it may grow 
less quickly than summating activation of the pyramidal cells. The model hereby pre-
dicts that recurrent inhibition rnay influence the excitatory-inhibitory balance in both 
layer 2/3 and layer 4. In summary, due to a combination of spatial summation factors 
in the sources of excitation, and delays and amplitude properties of inhibition, net ac-
tivation of the target pyramidal c.clls is possible, and grouping can occur inwardly but 
not outwardly, thereby n:alizing the bipolc property (Grossberg andlVIingolla, 1885), 
which has been used to explain and predict many perceptual grouping data (e.g., Born 
and Tootell, 1991; Shipley and I\ellman, 1992; Watanabe and Cavanagh, 1992; Field. 
Hayes, and Hess, 1993; Grossberg, 1994, 1997; Polat and Sagi, 1994; Govc, Grossberg, 
and Mingolla, 1995; Drcsp and Grossberg, 1997: Grossberg and Pcssoa, 1998). 
There is more neurophysiologieal evidence for the bi pole property in c.ortieal area V2 
(e.g., von der Heydt, Petcrhans, and Baumgartner, 1984; Von der Heydt and Peterhans, 
1989) than in Vl. In Vl, just a few unsupported cells have, to the present, been found 
that show full activation of unsupported edls by pairs of supporting eells. More V1 cells 
show a modulatory influcnee frorn neighboring pyramidal c:ells (e.g., Hcclies, Crook, and 
Crcutzfeldt, 198G; Von dcr Heydt and Petcrhans, 1989; Grosof, Shapley, and Hawken, 
1993; Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, and Wcsthcimcr, 1995). These are c:hallenging experiments 
to do in V1 beeause of the shorter horizontal connections there, and the existenc:c of 
fecdbaek from V2, whieh has longer horizontal eonncetions. Un:mpported V2 eells could 
be fully activated by stimuli that fall outside the V1 reeeptive fields, and could modulate 
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V1 cells by top-down feedback. For simplieity, the present model assumes that the 
bipole property holds in both Vl and V2. Altering the model to allow only modulatory 
bipole influenees in Vl ean be accomplished by changing the model parameters that 
control whether convergent horizontal connections can fire the cell in the absence of 
bottom-up input; see the Appendix, equations (26)-(28). 
Developmental Growth Rules: These properties of adult grouping arise in the 
model by specializing two well-known developrnental rules. The first rule is that axons 
ar·e attracted to cell targets when the source and target cells are both active (Gunderson 
and Barrett, 1979, 1980; Letourneau, 1978; Purves and Lichtman, 1980; Lichtman 
and Purves, 1981 ). The second rule is that axons compete intraccllularly for growth 
resources (Purves and Lichtrnan, 1980; Lichtman and Purves, 1981 ). In the present 
instance, the first rule enables horizontal connections to form if activations in a source 
pyramidal cell and a. target pyramidal cell arc sufficiently correlated- in particular, if 
the target cell satisfies the bipole property and removed if they are not (Callaway 
and Katz, 1990, 1991; Lowe! and Singer, 1992). This rule is realized by an activity-
dependent morphogenetic gradient whose streng;th decreases with distance from the 
target cell that emits it. The gradient influences horizontal growth only in ac.tive source 
cells. As contact between two eells is achieved, a synaptic learning law strengthens 
the synaptic contact by eontinuing to sense the eorrelation between pre:;ynaptic ancl 
postsynaptic activity. 
The :;eeoncl rule prevents uncontrolled proliferation of horizontal connections by with-
drawing conncetions from target cells that arc reeeiving more poorly correlated signals 
than other target cells. The two rules work together to withdraw eonnections from eclls 
that may be aetivated by weakly eorrelated image features or statistically insignifican-
t noise. These model mechanisms for axonal growth and synaptic tuning rlynam.ically 
stabilize eortical development as the developing cortical :;trueture matches the stati:;tics 
of its environmental inputs. If this match is disrupted later in life, then a new bout of 
development and/or learning can be triggered by the same mechanisms. Beeause of this 
property, the model can he used to clarify data about shared molecnlar substrates of 
neonatal development and adult learning (Bailey et al., 1992; Kandel and O'Dell, 1992; 
Mayford et al., 1992), plasticity of adult cortical representations after le:;ions (Mer"enich 
et al., 1988; Chino et al., 1992; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992; Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 
1994; Kapadia ct al., 1994; Das and Gilbert, 1995; Schmidt et nl., 1996), dynamical 
reorgani:-\a.tion of long-range conneet.ions in the visual eortcx (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992; 
Zohary ei a.l., 1994), and perceptual learning in the adult (Karni and Sagi, 1991; Poggio, 
Fahle, and Edelman, 1992). In faet the model equations for activity-dependent eontrols 
of synaptic strength have already been used to explain properties of adult learning (e.g., 
Grossberg, 1980a; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991). 
Top-Down Feedback from Vl to LGN: Layer 6 of model area V1 sends top-
down feedbaek to the LGN via, an on-ecnter off-surround network, as also oeeurs in vivo 
(Murphy and Sillito, 1987; Weber, Kalil, and Behan, 1989; Murphy and Sillito, 1996); 
sec Figure 1cl. The feedback on-center reinforces the activities of those LGN cells which 
have sueceecled in aetivating V1 eells, notably Vl eclls whose activations represent the 
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otrongest perceptual groupings. The feedback off-ourround suppresoco the activities of 
other LGN cello. As in the brain, this model feedback circuit increa.seo the useful visual 
information that is transmitted from LGN to cortex by enhaneing contextually signif-
ieant differences between LGN responses (McClurkin et al., 1994), and also influenceo 
the length tuning of LGN eells (Murphy and Sillito, 1987). The LGN to V1 circuit 
io also known to be modulatory ( Sillito d al., 1994). Earlier modeling work predicted 
that this fecdbaek pathway plays a role in stabilizing the development of bottom-up 
eonnections from LGN to V1, as well as the reciprocal top-down connections from V1 
to LGN (Grossberg, 1976b, 1980a). Grunewald and Grossberg (1998) have modeled 
how the normal development of bottom-up disparity tuning can occur at V1 complex 
cells when such top-down feedback is operative, and have ohown how this development 
may break down when it is not. Further experimental study of this question is need-
ed. For purposes of the present modeling analysis, it is assumed that these top-clown 
conneetions are pre--developed and arc available to facilitate activation of the eorrcct 
combinations of simple and complex cells. 
RESULTS 
Developmental Data and Simulations 
The next three sections summarize how the model simulates data about the development 
of long-range horizontal conm~ctions in area VI. After development self-otabilizes, the 
resultant network ean, without further ehange, simulate adult neurophysiological and 
psychophysical data. As in the brain, the model undergoes two stages of development 
(Figure 2). One occurs prior to eye opening, when endogenous random geniculate and 
eortieal aetivity determine the initial specificity of horizontal eonneetions (Ruthazer 
and Stryker, 1996). The other occurs after eye opening, when patterned visual inputs 
can strengthen and refine these eonnections (Galuske and Singer, 1996). 
Several anatomical :;tudies have investigated how horizontal projectiono develop in 
the ouperficia1laycrs of visual cortex into adult connections that conneet columns of sim-
ilar orientation prdcrence (Callaway and Katz, 1990; Durack and Katz, 1996; Ga1uskc 
and Singer, 1996). Callaway and Katz (1990) uo;ed neuronal tracing and intracellular 
staining to inveotigat.c the development of duo;tered horizontal conneet.iono in cat striate 
cortex. They found an even, unc:lusterecl distribution up to 2 nnn from the injection 
site dming the first postnatal week, followed by an inereasc in the range and clustering 
of the projections in the second postnatal week, when the eyes arc opened, and finally 
a long, slow refinement of projections clue to the climina.tion of some connections until 
an adnlt level of dustcring was reached in the sixth postnatal week. 
IncTease of I'To.ieci'ion Rnngc: The Galuskc and Singer (1996) investigation of long-
range projeetions in eat area 17 (the analog of monkey area Vl) at diJTercnt stages of 
postnatal development yielded a sirnilar conclusion. Galuske and Singer (1996) also 
reported quantitative data about the projection range of pyramidal cells (Figure 3, 
top). Soon after eye opening, the projection range doubled over a period of twelve clays 
(from P15 P26). Presumably, the increase in projcetion range is clue to the greater 
UNSTRUCTURED VISION STRUCTURED VISION 
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Figure 2: LEFT: Example t.ra.ining image, eonsisting of Ga.ussia.n filtered ranclorn noise, used to model 
unstructured vision prior t.o eye opening. HIGHT: Example tra-ining ima.ge, consisting of 7 ra.ndomly 
eon figured rectangles, with input value;.; randomly distributed between 0 and 2, used to model structured 
vision after eye opening. 
correlations in activity over large spatial distances that oecnrs in natural, structured, 
irnagcs. Figure 3 (bottom) shows the simulated projection r<n111;e in the moclel. Defore 
eye opening, the short-range spatial correlations of the unstructured inputs are rcflcetecl 
in the relatively short-range extent of horizontal projections. Soon after eye opening, 
the long--range spatial correlations in the strueturccl visual inputs cause the projection 
range to double, just a:,; in the data. of Galuskc and Singer (1996). These rcsnlts exploit 
the developmental rules described above by causing a. larger projection range to grow 
when the statistics of visual imagery provided more long-range correlations. 
Irz.n·en8e of (JTientntionnl Selectivity: A similar pattern of exuberant growth followed 
by slow refinement of projections has abo been founcl in the ferret. Dccausc the ferret 
is born 3 weeks earlier in clcvelopmcnt than the ca.t, it has more stable oricntation-
sclcc:tivc cortical cell responbes than the eat. during t.hc period in question (Durack 
and Katz, HJ96; Ruthazcr and Stryker, 1996). Ruthazer and Stryker (1996) reported 
quantitative data about the growing oricntat.ional selectivity of horizontal clustering 
over time, using a statistic called the Cluster Inclcx ( CI). The CI measures the log of the 
average nearest-neighbor distance between horizontal projections within a measurement 
window, divided by the average distance between a randomly selected point in the 
window and the nearest horizontal projection. Therefore, a uniform distribution of 
horizontal projections would lead to a CI of log(l) = 0. As clustering becomes more 
refined, CI increases. Figure 4 (top) shows the CI obtained by Ruthazer and Stryker 
(1996) from 21 days po;otnatal up to adult age. Defore eye opening, which is about 31 
clays postnatal, there is a positive CI, indicating a clustering bias, presumably favoring 
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Figure~~: TOP: Project. ion range of pyramidal cells in cat. visual cortex as c.t function of a.gc. Projection 
range doubles after eye opening [Adapted from Galuske and Singer (1996)]. BOTTOM: Projection 
range of model pyramidal cells during development. ivloclcl projection range also doubles after "eye 
opening)'. 
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Figme 1: (Next page). TOP: Mean Cluster Index (CJ) in ferret area. 17 as a function of age. From 
Huthazer and Stryker (1996): "At P27 horizontal connections are significa.ntly dust.ered, but single-unit. 
recordings reveal poor orientation selectivity (25% of cells have orient.ation·-·selcctive responses): and 
optical irnaging does not yet. show an orientation map. Bet\vccn P32 ancl PaG, a. secondary rcfmemcnt 
of horizontal connections occurs along with the maturation of single-unit oricllta.tion selectivity a.ncl the 
emergence of the earliest. optical orientation maps." Eye opening takes pla.ce at about. P~H. [Adapted 
from Ruthazer and Stryker (1996).] BOTTOM: Clusteriug bias in model during development. The 
strength of hori~:ont.a.l connections to iso-orient.a.tion columns divided by the net. strength of horizontal 
connections is plotted as a function of a.gc. Like the data of H.uthazer and Stryker: the clustering bias 
increases after ey<~ opening. 
iso-oricntation connections. After eye opening, the CI rapidly increases to refieet the 
strong, adult bias in favor of iso-oricnta.tion connections. 
The model does not represent individual horizontal projections, but rather the aver-
age strength of horizontal projeetions from a.n orientation column to other orientation 
columns. Therefore, the model's format io unsuitable for computing a CI index. An anal-
ogous measurement of orientation preference was computed by dividing the strength of 
a. column's horizontal connections to nearby columns with the same orientation prefer-
enee by the strength of all the column's horizontal eonnections. This statistic is shown 
in Figure 4 (bottom). Like the CI index, it shows an initial moderate bias in favor of 
iso-orientation conneetions that drarna.tically increases after eye opening. In order to 
make the computer simulations tractable, the model presently represents only two ori-
entations (vertical and horizontal) so Figure 4 shows the bias in favor of one orientation 
over the perpendicular orientation. If the model represented intermediate orientations 
ao welL then the relative ioo·-orienta.tion bia.;; would be smaller because the presence of 
intermediate orientations would reduce the average orientation cli;;tance between iso-
a.nd non-iso-orientation columns. 
After development., horizontal projections preferentially eonnect columns with simi-
lar orientation preferences that are aligned eolinearly with their orientation preference 
(Fitzpatrick, 1996; Schmidt et al., 1997a). Figure 5 (ldi;) shows a pola.r plot from 
Fitzpatrick (1996) of the projection Hdd front a site in layer 2/3 of tree shrew striate 
cortex. The distanee of each point from the center of the projection Held represents the 
number of lab dec! terminals at that angle (in 100 inc:n~rncnts ). The orientation of the 
projection Held is aligned with the orientation preference of its source neuron. Figure 5 
(right) show:; the analogou:; projection field from a hori~onta.lly tuned column in layer 
2/3 of the model after developrnent has equilibrated. The siooe of each eirde represents 
the otrengt.h of the connection to each iso·-orient.ation column. The anisotropy of the 
model's projection field is qualitatively consistent with Fitzpatrick's data. These result-
s derive from the faet that. vioual cues are, with high probability, locally linear ac:ross 
space, so that the largest correlations would be generated by cells who;;e orientations 
ma.tch those of the input and arc colinearly aligned across space. The developmen-
tal rules enable the network to sense these correlations and to selectively amplify the 
growth of those connections which best match them. 
Neurophysiological Data and Simulations 
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Figure 5: TOP: Polar plot of the projection field from a site in layer 2/:1 of tree shu:w striate cortex. 'l'hc 
orientation of' the projection fidel is in a.grecnwnt with Lhe orientation preference of its somec neuron. 
[Adapted from Figure 11 of Fit"patrick, 199G.] BOTTOM: The projection field from a hori"ontally 
tuned colurnn in la.yer 2j;3 of the model after learning has equilibrated. '.l'hc si:.~e of each circle represents 
the strength of the connection to each iso-oricnta.tion column. The dashed circle in the middle shows a 
la.ycr 2/a cell's classica.l receptive field) which is the spatial extent within which a point. input cau;.;cs the 
cell to "fire)) (i.e.: go above its output threshold). 
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Projection Field 11s. Receptive Field: This section shows that the model network that 
develops has neurophysiological properties that have been recorclccl from adult animals. 
One sueh property shows, remarkably, that the extent of a eell's total anatomical projec-
tion field is mueh greater than that of its classieally recorded receptive field (Fitzpatrick, 
1996). Fitzpatrick found that the projeetion fields in tree shrew extend for more than 
2 mm. from the injection site, a distanee that corresponds to 15 degrees eec:entric:ity, 
whereas the dimensions of c:las;oically defined receptive fields at that eccentricity are le;o;o 
then 5 degrees. The dwarfing of c:las;oical receptive fields by projection fields was abo 
;ohown in neurophysiological data recorded from cats by Das and Gilbert (1995). Das 
and Gilbert (1995) compared cortical point spread (PS) distribution;;, mea;oured with 
optical reeording, which reflect both spiking and subthreshold activity, with spiking 
distributions measured with extracellular electrodes. A small oriented visual :;timulus 
produced a PS distribution 20 times larger than the spiking distribution. Moreover, the 
close match of the PS distribution with columns whose orientation preference agrees 
with the orientation of the visual stimulus suggests that the distribution arises from 
iso-oriented long-range horizontal projections. 
A similar property holds in the model after development equilibrates: Figure 5 (right) 
shows the size of a layer 2/3 cell classical receptive field (dashed line circle) with respect 
to ito projection field in the model. This disc:repancy between projection field and 
receptive field can be trac:cd to the model's bipolc property: The classical receptive 
field reflects mainly bottom-up properties of the cortical network in the model, whereas 
the subthreshold activations reflect the fact that the bipole requirement for firing the 
cells via long-range horizontal connection;; was not satisfied. 
Cortical Point Spn;a.d F1mction8: The measurement of eortic:al point spread function;; 
(PSFs) provides additional eviclcnc:e about the strength of horizontal connections. In 
this regard, optically recorded signals are believed to arise from subthreshold dendritic 
activity in the superficial layers (Grinvald ct al.,, 1094). These dendrites may belong 
to <:ells in both the superficial and deep layers. Grinvald ct al. (1994) rneasured an 
asymrnetric PSF in macaque monkeys, with twice as rnuc:h spread along the axis parallel 
to the V1/V2 border a;; along the perpendicular axis. The axis parallel to the V1/V2 
border io perpendicular to the direction of OD columns in this cortical region. Therefore, 
the explanation given by Grin vale! et rd. for this asymmetry is that a spread in activity 
among the equivalent number of same-eye OD columns would traveroc twice as much 
eortieal surfa.ce in the axis perpendicular to the direction of OD c:olumns. Aeeordingly, 
they modeled the PSF with an asymrnctric 2-D exponential distribution, having a space 
constant of 3.0 mm in the axis pcrpcnclic:ular to OD c:olumns, and 1.5 nnn in the axis 
parallel to OD columns. 
In comparing the PSF obtained by our model with this experirncntally derived dis-
tribution, it is appropriate to use the 1.5 mm opac:e constant because our model is 
monocular. The only remaining step is to rna.p the metric: of c:ortic:al £mrfac:c distance 
into the metric: of model hyperc:olumns. We found the best fitting match by assuming 
that a hypereolurnn in our model would have a diameter of 450 I'm parallel to the 
direc:tion of OD columns, and therefore 900 )llll perpendicular to the direetion of OD 
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columns. Given this assumption, Figure 6 compares the experimentally derived PSF 
with the PSF generated by our model following stimulation in the center hypercolumn. 
These PSFs closely resemble each other out to four hypercolumns away from the central 
one. 
The PSF produced by the model is based on the assumption that the point spread 
consists solely of activity in layer 2/3 apical dendrites. In the model, these dendrites arc 
excited by the layer 2/3 horizontal projections. Therefore the PSF plotted in Figure 6 
equals the spatial distribution of the strengths of horizontal signals from the central 
orientation eolumn to nearby iso-orientation columns. The model PSF matches the 
exponential distribution out to four hypercolumns becauoc model parameters were set, 
for computational tractability, to prevent its horizontal projections from growing beyond 
this extent. 
Psychophysical Data and Simulations 
After model cortical development stabilizes, the cortin1l network that io formed in this 
way, without further change, simulates key psychophysical data about adult perceptual 
grouping. Facilitation of cortical responses by oriented, colinearly arrayed inducers has 
been found by a number of researehers (von der Heydt ct nl., 1984; von cler Heydt and 
Pcterhans, 1989; Field ei rd., 1993; Grosof et al., 1993; Polat and Sagi, 1993, 1994; 
Kapadia ei al., 1995). iVIany of these faeilitory effects may be explained by colincar 
groupings mediated by layer 2/3 connections in V1 and V2, or by groupings that form 
pcrpendienlar to line ends. That is why the current self-organized model was restrietecl 
to horizontal and vertica.l orientations, and was used to study how grouping strength 
changed when the spatial separation of inducers was varied. 
Illn8oTy Conium· Fonnntion: Figure 7 illustrates the rnoclel's grouping behavior. 
Figure 7a shows an input image consisting of a 5 x 5 pixel :oqua.rc and a 5 x 3 pixel 
rectangle, separated by a 5 pixel gap. Figures 7b and 7e show the network'o equilibrated 
suprathresholcllayer 4 and layer 2/3 aetivitics, rcspcetivdy, in reoponsc to this image. 
In these linc-oegment. displays, the orientation of each boundary segment denotes the 
orientation preference of the cell a.t. that loea.tion, a.ncl the length of the segment denotes 
the cell's activity. 
The layer 11 exeitatory cells (Figure 7b) detect the location and orientation of the 
object edges: Case 1 in (Figure 7a). The:;e cells respond rnore strongly near the object 
corners due to cncl-st.oppinp; c:n.uscd by layer 6 to 4 inhibition. Layer 4 cells input to 
layer 2/3 exc:it.atory cells, whose activations (Figure 7c) c:oclc objcc:t boundaries as well 
as boundary grouping between the objects. The tops of the two objects arc grouped 
together by the layer 2/3 horizontal interactions (Case 2 in Figure 7a) beeause they 
arc eolinea.r with each other and bcea.use the gap separating them is sufficiently small. 
The non-eolinea.r lowr'r edges of the object. (Case 3 in Figure 7a) do not. group, even 
though they arc both horizontally oriented. Sueh a grouping "inwardly" between two 
or more like-oriented and colinear image contrasts, but not "outwardly" in re:;ponsc to 
a single eontrast, illustrates that the bipole property is realized at the layer 2/3 model 
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CORTICAL POINT SPREAD FUNCTION 
Grinvald et al., 1994 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 
Model Point-Spread +-
Cortical Point-Spread ..... 
1 2 3 4 
hypercolumns 
Figure G: Comparison of cortical point spread function modeled by c;rinva.ld ct al. (1991) based on 
optical recordings in rnaca.que primary visual cortex) with analogous point sprea.d function produced by 
our developed rnodel. A close match is obtained out to four hypercolurnns a.wa.y from the source cdl) 
which is the maximal extent of model horizontal projections. 'I' he point spread function of Grinvald cl a!. 
(1991) i::; an cxponentia.l decay function with a. spa.cc consta11L of 1.5 null. {if ocular dominance colnmns 
of only one (•yc arc considered). 'I' his function was converted to the rnodd )r; metric of cortical columns 
by asSilming that iso--oric11Lation columns arc spaced 150 prn a.pa.rt. 
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Figure 7: (a) input image consisting of a G X 5 pixel square and a 5 X :3 pixel reda.nglc., separated 
by a 5 pixel ga.p. (b) equilibrated suprathreshold activities of rnodcl layer 4 cells. (e) equilibrated 
supra.Llucshold activities of rnodcl layer 2/:3 cells. See text for dct.ails. 
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cells after development of the horizontal and interlaminar interactions. 
Cont01t1' Sensiti11ity to Spntinl Conte:d: The model's context-sensitivity also includes 
the property of spatial impenetrability (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985), in which bound-
ary groupings in one orientation inhibit weaker potential groupings in other orientations 
at the same position. Figurco 8 illustrates this property. Figure 8 (top left) shows two 
aligned vertical bar input;;, and Figure 8 (top right) shows how the network's equili-
brated suprathresholcllaycr 2/3 pyramidal cell activities vertically group the two bars 
together. Figure 8 (bottom left) shows a rnodified input with same two bars augmented 
by several squares aligned horizontally in the gap between them. These squares do not 
individually favor horizontal over vertical grouping. In fact, the vertical sides of two of 
the squares are colinear with the vertical sides of the bars. Other things being equal, 
they would facilitate vertical grouping. On the other hand, the set of all the squares, 
taken together, generates a strong horizontal grouping. The emergent horizontal ori-
entation of this grouping inhibits the vertical grouping, as :-;hown in the equilibrated 
suprathrcshold layer 2/3 pyramidal c:ell ac:tivities (bottom right). The network's spatial 
impenetrability is due to the cross-orientational inhibition that develop:-; in layer 2/3 
and layer 4. This simulation shows that the self-organized balance between the layer 
2/3 horizontal excitation and clisynaptic inhibition that achieves the bipole property is 
also well-balanced against the interlaminar 6 to 4 connections that help to select which 
groupings will survive. 
Evidence for spatial impenetrability has been found in p:-;ychophysica1 and physio-
logical experiments. I\:apaclia ct al. (1995) found that the cleteetion threshold reduction 
tha.t was caused by colinear facilitation between two aligned bars was inhibited by an 
interpolated perpendicular bar. They found that this configuration abolished the en-
haneenwnt of V1 cell firinp; caused by the colincar faeilitation. von der Heydt ct al. 
(Hl84) found that the re:-;ponse of V2 cells in the gap between two aligned bars, which 
is believed to signal the presence of illusory contonrs in the gap, was abolished when 
thin, perpendicular bars were placed between the inducing bars and the gap. 
It should be noted that the simulations clcscribinp; perceptual grouping consider 
intcraetiorw within the intcrblob stream of visual eortex, which has been predicted to 
support such grouping dynamics (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985). In fact, there is 
neurophysiological evidence that locally aligned contours can produce illusory contonr 
like responses in area. V2; e.g., Peterhans and von der Heydt (1989). Grouping strength 
doe:-; not, however, necessarily covary with visibility, as measured :;a.y by a. brightness or 
color difference. In fact, it has been predictecl that the perceptual groupings which are 
fonned in the interblob stream arc mnodnl; that. is, they thcrnselve:-; do not represent a 
visible brightness or color signal. Visible brightness or eolor signals have been predicted 
to occm· within the blob eortieal stream as part of the proeess whereby 3· D Burfa.ec 
repre;;ent.a.tions are formed (Grossberg, 1994). 
Conionr Sensitivity to Snpport Rntio: Figure 9 shows how the illusory eontours 
formed by t.he model, either colinea.r t.o edges or perpendicular t.o line ends, vary in 
strength as the inducing features arc parametrically varied. These Bimulations illustrate 
1------1 
1------1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I 
1--------1 
+--------+ 
+--------· 
Figure 8: TOP: (Left) two aligned vertical bars (8 pixels wide) separated by G-pixel gap. (Right) equili-
brated supra.thresholcl activities of moclella.yer 2/?-, cells, showing vertical grouping of bars. BOTTOM: 
(Left) sarne two vertical l.Hll'S, with five 2-pixel-wide squares aligned horizontally in the gap. (Right) 
equilibrated supra.threshold a.ctivit.ies of modclla.yer 2/3 cells, showing that horizontal grouping of the 
squares blocks the vertical grouping of the bars. 
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Figure 9: (Next page). TOP: Shipley and Kelhrmn (1993) obtained clarity ratings for illusory contours 
as a function of their support ratio. The stimulus was a. 1 ern. illusory Kanizsa square, induced by four 
pa.cmen figure:':>. As the support ratio increased (i.e, the size of the pa.crnen increases a.nd the size of the 
gap decreases) the illusory contour clarity increased roughly linearly. [Adapted frorrl Figure 5 of Shipley 
a.nd Kellmcm (1993).] The model results were obtained by measuring the strength of vertical grouping 
between two aligned rectangles (3 pixels \..vide). The length of the rectangles plus ga.p was 8 pixels. A:; 
the size of the gap was decreased from 4 pixels to 1 pixel by increasing the length of the rectangles, the 
average grouping strength in the gap increased. See text. for a description of hO\v t.he grouping strength 
was mapped into a metric of perceived illusory contour clarity. BOTTOM: Lesher and lvJingolla (199a) 
also obtained clarity ratings for illusory contours as a function of support ratio. However, t.hey increased 
support ratio by increasing the number, and hence the density, of perpendicular bar inducers within 
concentric---ring pacrnan stimuli that. induce a percept of an illusory square. As the number of bars, and 
hence the support ratio, increases, the illusory contour clarity increases and then decreases. [Adapted 
from Figures 8a and JOe of Lesher <md lvlingolla (1993).] The model's illusory contour strength was 
measured along a 1--pixcl gap. Inducers \Vere 2·---pixel~wide bars, with the spacing between bars varied 
t.o yield 1, 2, 3, and 4 bars on each side of the gap, with inter-bar spacing of 3, 2, 1, and 0 pixels, 
rcspecti vely. 
that the developed layer 2/3 connections do not saturate; instead, they enable the 
network to exhibit the type of spatial context-sensitivity found in human psychophysical 
data. Figure 9 (top) plots data of Shipley and Kellman (1992) which show the effect of 
increasing the length of the inducers while decreasing the gap between them, keeping 
the total length of inducers··plus-gap constant. Then, illusory contour clarity increases 
roughly linearly. In other words, contour clarity increases with ":;upport ratio". Figure 9 
(top) shows that the darity of the model's illusory eon tours also inercascs linearly as 
the support ratio is increased. The mapping from network activities to clarity ratings is 
described below. This result is due to the fad that, as the gap between two inducers is 
made smaller, the grouping signal becomes stronger, due to the monotonically increasing 
magnitude of the layer 2/3 grouping kernel towards its center (see Figures 5 and 6). 
The model matches the psychophysical data well, with the caveat that the model 
cannot form illusory contours when the support ratio falb below 0.5. This is clue 
to simplifications in the model made for computational tractability which limit the 
extent of the groupings it can make. In partienlar, model parameters were chosen so 
that its developed horiy,ontal projections extend only four hypereolumns away from 
the center. In addition, the model only simulates grouping in V1 and docs not take 
advantage of larger-seale processing in V2. Finally, the model docs not indnde the 
retina to eortex eortical magnifleation factor (van Essen et rd., 1984 ), whereby seale 
expansion takes place as stimuli move into the periphery. 
Figure 9 (bottom) summariy,es psyehophysieal data obtained by Lesher and Nlingolla 
(1993) showing that, if support ratio is increased in a different way, then an inverted-U 
in illusory contour elarity strength is obtained. In this study, parallel bars with aligned 
ends were u;;ed to fonn four pacmau f1gnres with which to induce an illusory Kaniy,sa 
;;rp1are percept. The scpwre formed perpendicular to the bars through their aligned 
cnclr;. Contour c:larit:y of the illusory square was rncasnrccl as the numbers of bars, and 
hence the support ratio, varied. The inducing pacmen had a circular radius of 128 pixels, 
and the gap between pacman pairs in which the Kanizsa square percept formed was 128 
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pixels. The support. ratio was computed as the number of bar inducers (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 per 
pa.cman) times bar width, divided by the length of the side of the square (384 pixels). 
As the width of the bar inducers is increased, the number of possible inducers become:; 
limited, which is why there are only results for up t.o 16 inducers in the 9-pixel-wiclth 
case, and up to 8 inducers in the 17-pixel-width case. Figure 9 (bottom) shows that the 
model simulates the inverted-U in contour strength as a function of bar density. This 
inverted-U result is due to an interaetion between the long-range excitatory hori~ontal 
connections in layer 2/3 and the medium-range inhibitory connections from layer 6-to-4. 
The Shipley and Kellman (1992) data, and our simulation thereof, show that decreasing 
the distance between inducers, up to a certain point., increases grouping strength as a 
result of layer 2/3 hori~ontal cooperation. As the inducers get even closer together, 
however, layer 6-to-4 inhibition increasingly inhibits the net excitation caused at layer 
4 by each LGN input. Thus, although more inputs activate the cooperating layer 2/3 
pyramidal cells, the net effect of each input on layer 2/3 gets smaller as the inducers 
get denser. This simulation shows that the self-organi~ed eonrwetions preserve a. good 
balance between layers 6, 4, and 2/3. As in the psyehophysical data in Figure 9, the 
model's illusory contour strength is aJfcctcd more strongly by variations in support ratio 
than in bar clensi ty. 
Due to the implementationallimitations of the model described above, the network 
simulated these data using bars that are relatively wide with respect to the length of the 
gap (2 pixel wick bars, 4 pixel long gap). Figure 9 (bottom) shows results obtained by 
the model with inter-bar gap si~e deercasing from 3 to 0, with the total length spanned 
by the inclueers and gaps held roughly constant. The model's inverted-U curve is shifted 
to the right of the data curves, reflecting the faet that the model used inducers that 
were wider relative to the gap si~e. Note that, in the data as well, the curves shift. 
to the right a.s the width of the inducers inerea.ses. Using short bars instead of line 
end;; to simulate this result., due to limitations of eel! clcnsity in the model, does not 
and should not alter the qualitative results because the model predicts that they arc 
clue to an interaction between how the bottonHip layer 6-to-4 off-surround attenuates 
the aetivat.ion of layer 4 cells in reoponse to bottom-up inputs before layer 4 cello can 
activate a horizontal grouping in layer 2/3, in response to any input pattern, as its 
inducers get c:loser together. 
Mapping NctwoTk Acti11ity into Illn80T1J Contcnt.T ClnTiiy: The model's layer 2/3 
activities were ma.ppcd into the psychophysical illusory eontcmr darity metric: (ICC) 
via the following equation: 
(1) 
where 9 is a sc.a.ling pararnctcr, C·ow;l.~ <J,nd Cmin a.re the rna.xinnun and n1inirnurn of 
the darity seale, and z i:; the average amount of suprathresholcl activity in layer 2/3 
excitatory c:ells along the gap: 
(2) 
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Model fits to both data sets used 12 = 0.85. 
Detection Thre.shold Conic1:t-S cnsiiivity: Figure 10 (top) shows bandpass limited 
inducers (Gabor patches) similar to those used by Polat and Sagi (1993) in their psy-
chophysical experiments. If the spatial separation of the flanking patches is sufficiently 
small that the patches overlap, then the threshold for detecting the target Garbor patch 
is greater than the baseline threshold for the target patch alone. This threshold increase 
is clue to mutual inhibition between representations of the nearby stimuli ancl/or are-
duetion in the signal to-noise ratio for the central stimulus. If the separation is increased 
such that the patches do not overlap, then the detection threshold decreases below the 
baseline threshold. As the separation is further increased, the detection threshold grad-
ually returns to the baseline level. Figure 10 shows an optimal separation that yielded 
a reduced threshold (middle) in Polat and Sagi's experiments, and a larger separation 
for which this reduction was diminished (right). 
vVc simulated the eases in whieh the Gabor patches do not overlap to avoid the 
eomplications involved in measuring the detection of a signal (the target. Gabor patch) 
in the presence of noise (the overlapping Gabor patches). With this proviso, the model 
obtains oimilar results to those found by Polat and Sa.gi (1993). Figure 10 (bottom) 
plots the detection threshold as a function of the separation (between patch centers) of 
nonoverlapping flanking stimuli. The largest threshold reduction ic; obtained with a 5-
pixcl separation (middle). Increasing this separation reduces the cffeet. until, at a 9-pixcl 
separation, the baseline threshold is obtained. The discrepancy between the model's 
results and po;ychophysical data at large separations ic; clue to the rnodel sirnplil1cations 
described above. 
ConiTIL8i-Sen8iiivc Tem.pond Dynam.ic.s of Perceptual GTOnping: Uc;ing the input s-
timuli of Figure 7a, the contrao;t-scnsit.ivc tempora1 dynamics underlying grouping were 
analyzed by examining the activities over time of horizontally oriented layer 4 and hly.-
er 2/3 cells whose receptive fields arc placed: along an object contour (Case 1), in the 
middle of a. gap between two eolincar contours (Case 2), and the same distance from a. 
single eolinear contour (Case 3). 
Figure 11 (top) plots a layer 4 cell's activation as a function of time in Case 1 for 
three different input levels hi in equationc; (1) nne! (2). The cell has an initial burst of 
activity whieh is largely attenuated by subsequent inhibition frorn layer 4 interneuron~;, 
which are ad.ivated from layer 6. As the input. increases, the layer 4 aetivity peaks 
earlier, and equilibrates at a higher level. Figure 11 (bottom) plots the activation of the 
eorrcoponding layer 2/3 eell. The layer 2/3 aetivity also peaks earlier, and equilibrates 
at a higher level. 
Next we look at what happens in the two types of gaps, a gnp that is surrounded by 
two eolincar edges (Case 2), and a gap that is next to only one eclge (Case 3). In both of 
these eases, the layer 4 ecll remains inactive because there is no bottom-up input at the 
position of the gap measurement. We therefore plot only the layer 2/3 cell's a.etivation, 
which is determined solely by horizonta1 input from other layer 2/3 cells. In Figure 12 
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Figure 10: BandpasH-limited inducers (Gabor patches). As the spatial separation of the flanking pa.Lchc;; 
Waf> increased (middle and right): the detection threshold for the central patch decreased a.nd then slowly 
increased back to the baseline threshold obtained for the central patch alone (left). [Adapted from 
Figure 2 of Pol at a.nd Sa.gi ( HHJ:J).J '_!_'he model obtained the sarnc qualitative result.s. 'J'he model's 
cleteet.ion threshold i;.; plotted as a function of the separation (bet.wcen patch centers) of the flanking 
stimuli. The baseline dc:Ledion threshold was ca.lculat.cd as the nrnplitude coefficient for t.hc central 
Gabor patch which caused the the a.vera.gc layer 2j:3 activation level (within a. G x !) pix<~] window 
centered on the Gabor patch) to reach 0.05. This correspond roughly to having <:t rnajority of layer 2j:3 
cells within the pa-tch go above their firing threshold. 
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Figure 11: TOP: Layer 4 cell activity as a. function of Lime in Case 1 of Figure 7 for three different input 
levels. llO'l''I'OM: Layer 2/:l cell activity. 
:30 
(top), the layer 2/3 cell's activity stabili2cs above the output threshold (r = 0.1) for 
all three contrast levels, so that an illusory eon tour is formed between the two colinear 
gaps. The input contrast once again determines both the rise time and the final level 
of the cell's activity. 
In Figure 12 (bottom), on the other hand, the layer 2/3 cell activation stabili2es 
below the output threshold of 0.1 for all three contrast levels. Here, the layer 2/3 cell 
receives hori2ontal input only from layer 2/3 cells on one side. Thus, Figure 12 shows 
that the bipole grouping rule is realized for a wide range of input contrast levels. 
De8inbilizniion of Per-cepiunl Gro1tping by Unbnlnnced Excitntion nnd Inhibition: The 
bipole rule requires that layer 2/3 cells remain subthreshold, as in Figure 12 (bottom), 
unless they are surrounded by colinear inputs on both sides. This requirement is en-
forced by inhibition, both within layer 4 (mediated by excitatory interlaminar input 
from layer 6), and within layer 2/3 (mediated by excitatory horizontal input at the 
disyna.ptic inhibitory intc.rneurons). The model prcdic.ts that the bipole rule fails if ei-
ther source of inhibition is lost. This prediction suggests that the selectivity of colinear 
facilitation is not just a property of layer 2/3, but rather a property of how intercellular 
interactions are balanced across several eortieallayers. 
Figure 13 (top) shows how a model layer 2/3 cell in Case 3 is affeeted as the layer 6 
to4 inhibition is reduced. If this happens, then layer 4 cells can be activated solely 
by input from layer G because layer 6to4 cxeita.tion becomes stronger than G to 4 
inhibition. If the w+ inhibitory kernel (sec equation (21)) is reduced by 50%, then the 
bipolc rule is still maintained. However, if it is reduced by 60%, then the layer 2/3 cell 
becomes suprathreshold and the bipolc property is lost. This means that layer 4 cells 
without bottom-up input can beemne activated by excitatory feedback via layers 2/3-
to-5-to-6-to-4. Destroying the balance of excitation and inhibition between layers 6 to 
4 enable this feedback to aet like a spurious bottom-up input, thereby leading to a slow 
spread of activity away from all line ends ancl corners. This simulation drarnatizes the 
importance of balancing the layer 6 to 4 on-center and off. surround so that it::: main 
effects on layer 4 arc either to modulate the excitability of layer 4 cell::: in the orH:cnter 
or to strongly inhibit the activation of layer 4 cells in the surround. The simulation 
hereby provides a strong test of the rnoclcl's ability to self-organi%C) connections that 
maintain this balance. 
Figure 13 (bottom) shows a similar result if disynaptic: inhibition within layer 2j:3 
is reduced. If the r+ inhibitory kernel (see equation (26)) is reduced by 30%, the nn· 
supported cell remains subthreshold. If T+ is reduced by 50%, then the eel! becomes 
suprat.hresholcl, but stabilizec; at a low firing rate, and so the bipolc property is partially 
retained. If r+ is reduced by 60%, then the eel! becomes more active, and the bipolc 
property is completely lost. This aga.in leads to a slow spread of activity away from 
line ends and corners. These results show the importance of balancing excitation and 
inhibition within layer 2/3 to prevent the non-dassical rceeptive fields from spreading 
aetivity non-selectively across the entire network. The results dramatize that the mod-
el's ability to self-organize such selective connections is a real achievement, and that 
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Figure 12: TOP: Layer 2/:1 cell activity as a function of time in Case 2 of Figure 7 for three diff'ercnt 
input lcvcb. BOTT'OM: Layer 2j:l cell activity in Case :1. 
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Figure la: TOP: Layer 2/:3 cell activity in Case :.->of Figure 7 with normal HI+ kernel~ and with il\f+ 
kernel reduced by 10% and 50%. BOTTOM: Layer 2/:l cell activity in Cas<' 3 of Figure 7 with normal 
T+ kernel, and with']'+ kernel reduced by :30%, 10%, and 50%. See text for details. 
the model mechanisms arc robust, since this balance can be maintained within a broad 
pararnetcr range. 
De.~tabiliudion of Development by Unbalanced E":citntory Ml.d Inhibitory Lenrning: 
Figure 13 shows that reducing the in hi bi tory kernels in layer 4 or layer 2/3 to about 
half their present values ean lead to a loss of the bipole property. Once this happens, 
cortical development and adult perceptual learning can spiral out of control, as rnore 
exc.itatory learning (via equations (29) and (33)) leads to greater average cortical activ-
ity, whieh in turn leads to more excitatory learning. Therefore, inhibitory learning that 
ba.lanees exeitatory learning is needed to stabilize cortical development and learning, 
and in so doing, cause the grouping properties with which we are familiar in the adult. 
The key parameters that guarantee network stability are C3 in equation (38) and T in 
equation (35). 
These parameters need to be set so that the Hi+ and T+ kernels that regulate 
layer 4 and layer 2/3 inhibition, respec:tively, reach sufficiently large values. The results 
depicted in Figure 13 show why network development and learning is robust with regard 
to changes in these parameters, since the bipolc property that maintains grouping, and 
thus learning, selectivity is maintained for a wide range of values in both inhibitory 
kernels. 
DISCUSSION 
This article develops a neural model of how horizontal and intcrlaminar cortical con-
nection:-; in cortica1 areas V1 (and by extension, area V2) develop in a stable fashion. 
Stable development i:o controlled by the growth of suitably balanced excitatory and 
inhibitory connections within layer 2/3 and between layers 6 and 4. The model grows 
connections that simulate key propcrtie:o of developmental anatomical data and adult 
neurophysiological data. For example, as in the data. (Calloway and Katz, 1990; Du-
rac:k and Katz, 1996; Ga1u:okc and Singer, 1996), the model develops crude dustering of 
weak horizontal com1cc:tions prior to patterned visua1 input. Visually patterned input 
strengthens horizontal com1cctions while increa.sing their projection range~ ancl eolin-
car oricntational specificity. The growth of new and/or the rctraetion of pre-existing 
horizontal connections (Kandel and O'Dell, 1992; Antonini and Stryker, 1993b) is de-
termined by activity-basecl eornrH~tition for finite resourecs. The result is a network of 
horiwntal connections in layer 2/3 between iso-orientation columns, which are biased 
along the preferred orientation (Fitzpatrick, 1996, Schmidt et al., 1997) and whose elas-
:;ical receptive fields are much smaller than the extent of their hori%ontal eonnections 
(Das and Gilbert, 1995; Fitzpatrick, 1996). 
:Model cleveloprncnt leads to a network that is capable of simulating adult psy-
chophysical data about context··sc:nsitive perceptual grouping, notably data that depend 
upon non-classical receptive field properties. Further simulations of adult psychophys-
ica1 data arc found in Grossberg, Mingolla, and Ross (1997), Grossberg and Raizacla 
(2000), and I\.aizada and Grossberg (1999). One of the model's key lessons is that 
the sarnc mechanisms whid1 stabilize development also control properties of pcrecptual 
grouping and learning in the adult. In particular, connections which grew to stably 
reflect robust st.atistieal properties of the visual world define the properties of adult 
perceptual grouping as we know them. We claim that these grouping properties help 
to clynamieally maintain the match between world statisties a.nd the brain's ability to 
process them. 
As noted above, in both the brain a.nd the model, layer 2/3 boundary signals feed 
back via connections to layer 6 via layer 5 (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Ferster and 
Lindstrom 1985). Layer 6, in turn, activates the on-center off-surround network from 
layer 6- to-4. This feedback has been called folded feedback (Grossberg, 1999) beeause the 
feedback signals from layer 2/3 to layer 6 get transmitted in a feeclforward fashion baek 
to layer 4 and thereupon to layer 2/3. The feedback is hereby "folded" back into the 
feeclforward flow of bottom-up information within the laminar cortical circuits. Folded 
feedback links cells in layers 2/3, 6, 5, and4 into functional columns (Mountcastle, 1957; 
Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1977). In so doing, it enables the strongest grouping signals 
in layer 2/3 to use the on-center off-surround network from layer 6-to-4 to reinforec the 
strongest groupings and to inhibit weaker groupings, during both early development 
and adult grouping and learning. 
The 6--to-4 folclecl feeclbaek pathway is tlm:; predietcd to do several things: (1) main-
tain eont.ra:ot sensitivity to bottom-up inputs from LGN, (2) help to select the strongest. 
groupings that. initially p;et formed in layer 2/3, (3) receive top-down at.t.entional mod-
ulation from V2 and other cortical areas, and ( 4) deliver top-down at ten tiona! signals 
to LGN. The spatial seale of the inhibition from layer 6-to-4, being smaller than the 
spatia.! extent of the excitatory hori%onta.l eormeet.ions within layer 2/3, and larger than 
the disynaptie inhibition within layer 2/3 that maintains the bipole grouping property, 
is wcll-suit.l~cl to these tasks. In particular, the model uses this pathway to simulate 
how attention ea.n propagate along a cnrve (Grosoberg and Rai~ada, 2000), as found in 
neurophysiological recording:; from macaque area V1 (R.oelfscma ct. al., 1998), thereby 
ilh1:otrating how attention can selectively enlmnec an entire object. Thi:; layer 6-to-4 
on--center oif-fiUtTOmlCl a.ttentional eircuit in the rnodel aloo clarifies other important 
properties of attention, :ouch as its on-center off-snrround characteristics (Bullicr et al., 
1996) and the property that the V1 layer whose activation is most reducell by cutting 
off V2 feedback i;; layer 6 (Sandell and Schiller, 1982). An interface in layer 6 for top-
down attention also clarif"ico how attention ean, in principle, propagate across multiple 
brain region:,; via. layer 6-t.o-6 top-down c:onneetions, Inodula.tinp; ea.eh target cort.ieal 
area without fully activating, or driving, its grouping cells. 
The model provides a meehanistic aeeount of how adult perceptual learning and the 
plasticity of eortiea1 representations aft.er lesions rnay arise from developinental mech·· 
anisms when the dyna.mie equilibrium between input statistics and cortical circuitry is 
upset (Gro;;sberg, 1980; Mer~cnic:h et al., 1988; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991; Karni 
and Sagi, 1991; Bailey et 1!1., 1992; Kandel and O'Dell, 1992; Gilbert. and Wiesel, 1992; 
Mayforcl et nl., 1992; Poggio, Fahle, and Edelman, 1992; Zohary et a.l., 1994). As noted 
above, the model predicts that t.he stability of model development and adult learning 
requires an approximate balanee between cxc:ita.t.ion and inhibition within layer 2/3 and 
between layers 6 and 4. 
In particular, the model precliets that the balanced layer 6-to-4 on-center off-surround 
circuit modulaie8 layer 4 cells, but cannot, by itself, fully activate them. This preclie· 
tion is consistent with neurophysiological data from ferret visual eortex showing that 
the layer 6-to-4 circuit is functionally weak (Wittmer, Dalva, and Katz, 1997). The 
model also predicts that the layer 6-to-4 modulatory eircuit is used by top-clown sig· 
nals from higher cortical areas to attentionally prime layer 4 eells in area VI, without 
fully activating them (Grossberg, 1999). Thus the same modulatory property that is 
needed to ensure stable development is predicted to eontrol the ability of higher-order 
processes to attentionally prime lower areas, without fully activating them. The rules 
of stable development arc thus predicted to define what we mean by adult attention, 
as well as adult grouping and learning. This hypothesis is eonsistent with neurophys· 
iological data of Hup6 ei al. (1997) who have shown that "feedbaek eonnections from 
area V2 modulate but do not create ecnter-surrouncl interactions in V1 neurons." Such 
intercortical feedback connections from V2 to V1 can modulate the eircuits of V1 with 
"higher-order" boundary completion and figure-ground perception properties of area 
V2 (Grossberg, 1994, 1997; Lamme, 1995; Zipscr, Lamme, and Schiller, 1996), and/or 
other c:ortic:al areas (e.g., Hupe et al., 1998; vVatanabc et al., 1998). Taken together, 
these properties open the way towards a unified meelmnistie model of infant eortiea.l 
development and adult neurophysiology, perceptual grouping, attention, and learning. 
The model hereby provides a simple funetional explanation of why there are direct 
bottom-up inputs to layer 4, as well as indirect bottom-up inputs to layer 4 via layer 6, 
in many cortical areas (van Essen and Maunsell, 1983; Fellernan and van Essen, 1991 ). 
The proposed explanation is that direct inputs to layer 4 are needed to supraliminally 
activate layer 4 eclls because the indirect layer 6-to-4 inputs cannot do so: they must 
be merely modulatory in order to stabilize eortieal development anrllcarning. 
Comparison with other models 
It is informative to compare the properties of our developed model and its prec:ursors 
(Gove, Grossberg, andlVlingolla, 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985, 1987; Grossberg, 
N[ingolla, and Roso, 1997) with alternative models of visual c:ortex and perceptual 
grouping. The present model's grouping properties have several advantages over those 
propo:;ccl by other c:omputationalmodels of visual cortex. Models whic:h do not mldrcss 
the fonna.tion of illusmy contours (Stemmler ei rtl., 1995; Li, 1998; Somers et al., 1998; 
Yen and Finkel, 1998) not only fail to account for neurophysiological data (von der 
Heydt et rd., 1984; Sheth et r!l., 1996) but also are unable to exploit the eornputational 
advantages that follow from dosing incomplete boundaries: usc of closure to guide 
surface rcconstruetion, boundary completion over the blind-spot and retinal veins, and 
rnorc complete infonnation for the recognition of partially oc:dnded objects (Grossberg, 
1994 ). Layer 2/3 bipolc cells in the present model (Figure 1c) respond to both real and 
illusory contour stimuli of similar orientations, consistent with neurophysiological data 
(Sheth et rd., 1996), and arc c:onneeted by horizontal axons whieh arc coaxial with the 
rcecptive fields' preferred orientation (Bosking et rd., 1997; Sehmidt ei rd., 1997a), not 
orthogonal, as has also been proposed (Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1991). Because 
groupings are explicitly represented by connected regions of above-threshold layer 2/3 
firing, the model shows how a high-contrast item can group with its neighbors while 
still having its net. neural response suppressed by their presence, as found by Polat et 
al. (1998); see Grossberg and R.a.inda (2000) for simulations of such data. Models 
in which grouping is represented only by lateral facilitation (Stemmler et al., 1995; 
Somers et al., 1998) cannot. account for this, and force the paradoxical conclusion that. 
high-contrast. items would never group with each other, which is demonstrably not. the 
case (e.g. Elder and Zucker (1998)). The present. model's representation of grouping as 
distinct from visible stimulus contrast (as reviewed in Grossberg (1994)) also receives 
support from recent psychophysical work (Hms, Dakin, and Field, 1998). 
The Li (1998) model, in particular, uses bipole-like grouping cells in a single-layer 
recurrent network. The surround inhibition originating from layer 6 in our model 
produces important functionality whieh is laeking in Li's model. Due to surround 
inhibition in both layer 4 and LGN, instigated by input from layer 6, our model performs 
spatial contrast enhancement on the boundary representation. The surround inhibition 
enhanees boundaries at line ends and c.orners, setting the stage for the formation of 
illusory eon tours perpendieular to discontinuities. Li (1998) also considers synehronous 
oseilla.tions during grouping of a type that has earlier been simulated in preeursors of 
the present model (Grossberg and Somers, 1991), leading to quantitative simulations 
of human psyc.hophysieal data that may be linked to :;uch oscillations (Grossberg and 
Grunewald, 1997). 
Many predictions follow from our model and its extension to V2 (Grossberg, 1999; 
Grossberg and Raizada, 2000). For example: test if top-clown V1 to LGN feedback 
helps to stabilize the development of disparity tuning in V1 during the visual critical 
period; test if a long--range horizontal grouping in layer 2/3 of V2 can inhibit vertically 
oriented simple cells at the midpoint of this grouping in layer 4 of Vl; and test if 
layer 4 simple cells eannot be supraliminally activated if only the LGN--to·· G-to-4 input 
pathway is active. 
In their No Strong Loops Hypothesis, Criek and Koch (1998) suggested that "a 
strong excitatory [feeclbaek]loop would throw the cortex into uncontrolled oscillations, 
as in epilepsy" (p. 248). They used this argument to suggest why modulatory brain 
eireuits exist. However, there arc many mathematica.l theorems which prove that neu-
ral networks with :>trong exeita.tory feedbaek can readily converge to :>table patterns of 
activation that do not oscillate (e.g., Grossberg, 1969, 1973, 1978b, 1978e, 1980a; Ellias 
and Grossberg, 1975; Grossberg and Levine, 1975; Cohen and Grossberg, 1983; Hop-
field, 1984). We propose that. the reasons f(Jr modulatory circuits are more subtle than 
the Crick-I<od1 hypothesis: Such circuits help to stabilize development in the infant 
and learning in the adult (d., Ito, West.heirner, and Gilbert, 1998). 
vVe propose that variants of these laminar eircuits may be used in other perceptual 
and eognitive systems to achieve self-stabilizing learning and developrnent. For example, 
long-range horizontal connections are known to occur in the auditory and language areas 
of human temporal cortex (Schmidt et nl., 1997b). Specializations of these connections 
may be used to group information in several neocortieal areas. The preoent results may 
thus be viewed as a first step towards showing how laminar neocortex develops and 
learns connections and weights with which to optimally earry out many information 
processing tasks. 
APPENDIX 
Model Equations 
Because the model represents several different types of known cell types and their 
connections, equations and parameters need to be defined f(Jr each of these processes. 
Wherever possible, the model differential equations were solved at equilibrium in re-
sponse to a eonstant input in order to speed up processing. These approximations do 
not affect the reliability of the results. 
Retina: At each retinal position (i,j), an ON cell activity u;j is defined by an on-
center off-surround network that possesses narrow on-center and Gaussian off.tourrouncl 
kernelo; sec Figure 14a. An OFF cell activity uij is also defined by an off-center on-
surround network with narrow off-center and Gaussian on-surround kernels. The retinal 
cell ac:tivities c:aused by the constant visual inputs I have the equilibrium values: 
u_t; = Ii;i- LGprj(i,j,CJI)lpq (3) 
P(/ 
ancl 
Ui~i = --lij + LGpq(i,j,CJ1)Ip(ji (4) 
pq 
where Gpq( i, j, cr) denotes a 2-clinlCnsiona.l Gaussian kernel: 
G' (. . . 1 . { 1 (( ')2 ( ')2)} 'P'l 1., .J, CJ) = :;;;:::· 2 exp ···· :;····2 p - '/. + q -- .7. . 
._,;I(J .. JJ 
(5) 
Lateral Geniculate Nucleus: The LGN ON cell activity v;j and OFF cell activity 
vij, at each position (i,.i) obey membrane equations (Hodgkin, 1964) that interact via 
on center off-surround networks. As noted above, such a network rca.li;-;es a eoutra;;t. 
gain-control process which retains cell sensitivity to image eontrasts while. compensating 
for variable illumination and normalizing network activity (Grossberg, 1982, 1983): 
1 r1 + _ + ( + I +J+(· ( + l s;: ;t/'ii - -vi.i + 1 - V;j) 11;j 1 + Ai.i) - V;j + 1 Bi,i (G) 
and 
(7) 
In (4) and (5), the half-wave rectified retinal output signals ([u,:iJ+ = ma.x(u,_;, 0)) arc 
multiplicatively gain-controlled (Sillito et al., 1994; Gove, Grossberg, and Mingolla., 
:ls 
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Figure H: Spatial kernels used by rnoclcL Circle area denotes the size of a weight. Open cirdcs dcnoL(~ 
cxcita.tor;y weights and black circles denote inhibitory \Vcights. Kernels (a) a.nd (b) are prespecificd; the 
remaining kernels start with zero values, and are lca.mcd. The kernels that govem interactions between 
vert.ica.lly oriented cortical cells arc shown. Kernels governing intcrac:tions with hori~onta.lly oriented 
cells arc not. shown. (e) --(f) depict. the kernels following training in the unstructured vi;;ion phase 
(Figure 2 1 left), and (g)-~-"{j) depict. the ;;amc kemds following training in the structured vision phase 
(Figure 2, right). (a) Gaussian ofJ~smround in equations (:J), (6), and (7). (h) Vertical simple cell filler 
implcmcnt.(~d in equation (11). (c) and (g): layer 1 surround inhibitory weights, tv+, in equat.ion;; (20) 
and (:38). (d) and (h): layer 2j:J axonal connection strengths, U, in equations (27), (29), and (:HI). (c) 
and (i): layer 2/:3 synaptic weights, V, in equations (27) and (:J:l). (f) and (.j): layer 2j:l disynaplic 
inhibitory weights, T+, in equations (26) and (36). 
1995; Przybyszewski et al., 1998) by a top-clown on-center off-surround network; see 
Figure lei. The excitatory on-center feedback 
,. 
comes from all eel! activities 1\,;·,· within layer 6 of area Vl at the corresponding position 
(i,j) that are tuned to any orientation r. The inhibitory off-surround signals 
Bi.i = c2LGpq(i,j,Jt) :rpq,· 
pqr 
(9) 
come from activities 1:1,F at nearby positions (p, q) and all orientations T via the Gaus-
sian kernel shown in Figure 2a. This eenter-surrouncl feedback from layer 6 selec:ts 
those LGN cells which have succeeded in activating eort.ical cells. The feedback also 
strengthens LGN responses at line ends. This in turn strengthens cortical responses 
at line ends via feeclforwarcl signals from LG N to layers 4 and 6 of Vl; see equation-
s (20) and (22) below. When these line end responses are aligned in spa.ec, they can 
generate illusory contour groupings perpendicular to the line ends (see Figure 9). For 
further discussion and simulations about how these LGN hypotheses explain anatom-
ical, neurophysiological, and psychophysical data, see Gove, Grossberg, and i\IIingolla 
(1995). 
Cortical Simple Cells: Sirnplc cell responses derive from arrays of ON cell ancl 
OFF cell outputs from the LGN; sec Figure la. These ON cell and OFF cell outputs 
arc filtered by a pair of Gaussian receptive fields, with each Gaussian offset to the 
right (R) or left (L) of the simple cell oriented axis. For simplicity, only vertical and 
horizontal orientations were simulated. The Gaussia.ns were cld1necl by equation (3). 
The individual Gaussian inputs from LGN to layer 4 equal: 
( 10) 
L[v~,]+G,q(i- o-z sinBj + J2 cosB,J2 ), (11) 
7)(1 
where B = T<k/2, for the vertical orientations (k = 1) ancl the horizontal orientation 
(k = 2). Pairs of like-oriented, but :;pa.tially-displacccl, ON cell (R+ or L+) and OFF 
eel! ( L- or n-) input:; summate at each simple cell to form total LGN inputs of the 
form 
ntk + LiJk, 
Rij,,. + Lilik· 
Then these inputs mutually cornpcte, as in the terms 
o·[Sn sL J+ I ijk ~ ijk 
and 
[ oL Sli j·l· {' ,:Jijk ~ i,jk . 
10 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
Each pair of terms in ( 14) and ( 15) represents the responses of simple cells that ha.ve the 
same position (i,j) and orientation k:, but arc sensitive to opposite contrast polarities; 
see Figure 14b. 
In order to make the simulations manageable, some simplifications of known biolog· 
ical interactions were made. Even so, each simulation of model development (described 
below) took 11 clays to run on a Silicon Graphics workstation. The :;implifications that 
were made should not influence our results on cortical development or adult grouping. 
In pm·tieular, in vivo layer 4 simple cells that are semitive to opposite contrast polarities 
pool their outputs at layer 2/3 complex cells (Alonso ancl Martinez, 1998). In order to 
cut the number of simulated cells in half, and with it the run time, we assumed that 
these simple cell outputs were pooled in layer 4: 
C · - '-[Sn SL ]+ +"[51.' 511 J+ /.I.Jk - I ijk ~ ·i.ik I -i_jk -·-· ijk ' (16) 
In addition, we kept cell density as sparse as possible in order to reduce run time. This 
created well-known sparse sampling artifacts, such as a spatially coarser response of the 
simple and complex cells. These were corrected by subtracting a fraction of the overall 
difference between the net ON and OFF responses from the terms C1ik· These extra 
terms can be eliminated in future simulations when faster eomputers are available. The 
total pooled term is thus: 
C;jk = r[S{jk ·- Sf;J+ +![Sf;,- S[lkJ+- w[S~;,- S1j,] 1 - w[S;,k- 5;),]+, (17) 
1vhere 
5'+ - R+ +I+ 
' -i.ik - ·-i_jJ..: Ji.ik (18) 
and 
(19) 
The model assumes that layer 4 cell ac:tivitics, 1/iJk, arc excited by the pooled LGN 
signal Ci.ik· They also receive excitatory on-ecnter input :r 1.~k from layer 6, and Gaus-
sianly filtered olf-surrouncl input Lpcr,· vV,~,·ijkrn,,,,. from layer G via layer 4· inhibitory 
interneurons; see Figure 1 b. In all: 
.Lr!y,,, = 1/i.ik + (1 he: dt' . 1/i.ik)[C;;k + rp:;.~k]- (y;3k + 1) L W,~,;,;~;.rn""' .. 1lifT 
In the simulations, the equilibrium form of equation (20) was used: 
(20) 
(21) 
Layer 6 Cells: A layer 6 eell at position (ij) and orientation k is assumed to 
reeeive oriented input, Cijk, from LGN and feedback, ZiJk, from layer 2/3 eornplex 
pyramidal eells; see Figure lb. It is assumed that the C:i.ik inputs are registered at 
layer 6 cells chw to a prior stage of development during which LGN inputs learned 
11 
an oriented connection to layer 6 cells due to correlations induced by layer 2/3·t.o· 
6 and/or layer 4--to 6 feedback from cells of both contrast polarities. Ringach et al. 
(1999) have reported that the responses of layer 6 cells in V1 do, in fa.et, exhibit a 
polarity-independent response component as well as a polarity-dependent component. 
In all, layer 6 cell activation, :t;;;., obeys: 
1 d ' 
·;.'-:; lt:t;;k = --:C;Jk + (1- :r;;k)[oC;;k + <jJF(Zijk,f)j. 
V(. (. . 
(22) 
The feedback signal function F() models the thresholded output signal of the layer 2/3 
pyramidal cell activities z;;k: 
F( r) { Zijk Zijko = () if Zi.ik > f; otherwise. (23) 
Function F() represents a simplified sigmoid signal function with a threshold at r. In 
the simulations, the equilibrium form of equation (22) was used: 
(24) 
to speed up network convergence. 
Layer 4 Inhibitory Internenrons: Layer Lj. inhibitory interneuron activities, m·ijk, 
receive on-center input from Layer 6 activities :ri.1k and off-ourronnd inhibition Jn.,q,· from 
other layer 4 inhibitory intcrncurons: 
_1 c/./·1·1· .k - -1·1·/· 'k + '1)2.1,2 - 1'1'}· .I "'T•jf- 'Ill b -, dt 'lJ- ·- 'IJ, . "i.Jk ·z:~' L v pqr-i.ik 'fHtr· 
G "' 
(25) 
The recurrent inhibition between layer 4 inhibitory intcrncurons helps to normaJiy,e their 
total output to the layer tj. simple cells. The orH·cntcr excitation :~:fik is a. quadratic 
tcnn which allows excitation at layer 4 to dominate when layer 6 activity is low, and 
inhibition to dominate when layer 6 activity is high. This term plays a role like the high 
thresholds and steep activity functions of inhibitory neurons in the models of Stemmler 
ei nl. (1995) and Somers ei nl. (1998). 
Layer 2/3 Complex Cells and Long-Range Horizontal Connections: In the 
adult model, layer 2/3 pyramidal cells receive excitatory input [1/iik]+ from layer 4 at 
the oamc position, excitatory input 'L,w·· H,,1,.;;kF(z,qr, f) via the long-range horizon-
tal kernels HP•Fi.ik from other layer 2/3 pyrmnicla1 eel! signals F(z""''' I') at different 
positions, and inhibitory input D .. T,t.si.io· frorn the layer 2/3 clisynaptic interneuronal 
activities Bi.i·· at the same position (i,.i) and all orientationo r; oee Figure 1c. Layer 2/3 
pyramidal cello thus obey the equation: 
The long-range horiwntal excitatory connections Hpq-cijk and short-range inhibitory 
connections T,t in (26) both develop from zero initial values in the modeL This de-
velopmental process has the property that unsupported cells which receive excitatory 
horizonta1 signa1s from only one direction arc not activated enough to exeecd threshold 
r, and thus arc not able to propagate the grouping signal any further. Cells that receive 
sufficiently strong horizontal excitation from two sides, however, may exceed threshold 
and thereby contribute their own output to the grouping signaL These cells help to 
keep themselves and their neighbors above threshold in spite of the time-lagged rise in 
clisynaptic inhibition. Nonlinear properties in layer 2/3 similar to those accomplished 
by signal F() in (23) have been reported by Hirsch and Gilbert (1991, Figure 3). 
The horizontal connection strength, Hp,p'i.ik, is the produet of the axonal strength, 
U"'~''i.ik, from cell (p,q,r) to eel! (i,j,k) and the synaptic weight, 11;,1,-ijk, that abuts cell 
(i,j, k) after the axon from (p, q, r) eont.aets it. Thus: 
(27) 
Layer 2/3 Disynaptic Inhibitory Interneurons: In the adult network, layer 2/3 
inhibitory interneurons are exeitcd by horizonta1 connections Lpq,· H,q,.ijkF(z"'~"' f) from 
layer 2/3 pyramidal cells, and arc inhibited by layer 2/3 disynaptic interneuronal ae-
tivities 8;j,- that represent all orientations r at the same position (i,j). This recurrent 
inhibitory network tends to normalize the total output signal frorn each inhibitory in-
terneuronal population: 
(28) 
Both the long-range horizontal connection:; H ancl the short-range inhibitory connec-
tions T-- in (28) develop from zero initial va1ucs in the model. 
Parameters for Equations (3)-(28): Cell activation parameters in all simulation-
s, except those that were varied to demonstrate model robustness, arc: o-1 = 1.0, 1 -· 
HLO, w = 6.0, r = 0.1, C1 = 1.5, C'2 = 0.075, o-2 = 0.5, be = 0.25, ct = 0.5, rjJ = 
2.0, II = 2.0, A = 1.25. 
Development of Layer 2/3 Excitatory Horiwntal Axons: At the beginning of 
model dcvcloprnent, layer 2/3 pyramidal cells have no horiwnta1 axons. An intracellular 
proecss calibrates an amount of potential axonal growth, U 10tc,/· The variables U,,Fijk 
represent the strength of axonal c:onnec:tions from a layer 2/3 source c:ell at position 
(p, q) with orientational tuning r to a target cell at position (i,j) with oricntationa1 
tuning k. At each position, there arc four 2-climcnsional U kernels corresponding to the 
four oricntational c:ornbinations of r and k (vcrtieal-to-vcrtiea1, vcrtical-to-horizonta1, 
etc.). These variables arc initialized at zero, and updated via the equation 
·-1/'Upq,·ijk I: Z]J[{A(EpqdJJ<)] ) 
1 J li fJyk 
(29) 
in which Zpq• is the activity of the source cell; F(zpq,·, f) is the output signal from this 
cell, as defined in equation (23); z;;k is the aetivity of the target cell; and ZIJK is the 
activity of other, competing, target cells. In equation (29), all axons from a given source 
cell compete for axonal resources, U1010 t, via the term LIJK Upq'J'/.JK. This corn petition 
influences a source cell only when it is active enough to make its growth signal F(zpq-,·, f) 
positive. There is thus an asyrnmetry, in that the source cell activity is thresholcled, 
but the target cell aetivities arc not. Similar asymmetries occur in equation (33) for 
learning excitatory synaptic weights and equation (35) for learning inhibitory synaptic 
weights. The reason for this asymmetry is that a cell's activity must be above threshold 
in order to influence other cells. In particular, a source cell's activity should be above 
threshold in order to alter its axonal connections or synaptic weights to target eells. Its 
pattern of axonal connections and synaptic weights should reflect the distribution of 
target cell activities when the sourec cell is capable of influencing them. On the other 
hand, a cell docs not need to be above threshold in order to be influenced by other cells, 
and therefore there is no threshold requirement on target cells, governing the growth 
of connections to those cells. 
VVhen the source cell i:,; above threshold, its axonal growth to a target eel! is driven 
by activity-dependent morphogenetic gradients z;,;kA(E,qci:ik·) in (29). Quantity Epq<i.ik 
represents the distanee between the axonal growth cone of source cell (p, q) and target. 
eel! (i,j). It. is def-ined by the difference between the length ~>:U""'·i:ik of the growth cone 
and the distance Dp,1i:i between the sourec cell and the target cell: 
(30) 
The morphogenetic gradient A(Ep,,.i.ik) that influences growth to cell (-i,j, k) increases as 
the growth cone !i:U"'~'·i.ik approaches (i.,j, k:); that is, as E,,,.i:ik dcercascs. This property 
is captured by the equation: 
(3 A(E,q,·i.ik) = --------------. (J + Epqri.ik (31) 
As A(E,,,.;,;kJ incn'asec;, so too cl()(~S the rate of axonal growth to cell (i,j, k:), but only 
if its aetivity .. z;,;k is positive, as in (29). 
Development of the connections Upq•·i.ik is restricted to a local, eircular window, such 
tha.t.: 
(32) 
Parameter H,.,,9 , determines the spatial extent. in whieh the growth of horizontal eon--
ncct.ions is possible. The aetna! extent of growth rnay be less than H.,."""-''' In our 
simulations, the hori~ontal eonncetions grew to a length of 9 iso-oricntation eolurnn:,; 
(see Figure 5). Figures l4d and 14h show how the vertical-to-vertical U kernel has 
developed just before eye opening and after visual development self-equilibrates, re-
spcc:tivcly. 
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Equations (29)-(31) determine how, over time, activity eorrelations among layer 2/3 
eells produce a spatial distribution of axonal eonnections. The four key parameters 
that influence this process are as follows: (i) Parameter U'"''" in (29) determines the 
total amount of axonal growth out of each layer 2/3 cell. (ii) Parameter ·t/J in (29) 
determines the level of intraeellular competition for axonal resources between different 
axons. Reducing 1/' causes the distributions of axonal connections to bceorne more 
isotropic. (iii) Parameter c; in equation (30) maps units of axon growth into units of 
spatial distance, in order to caleulate the distance of an axon from its target. Increasing 
K increases the length to which axons are capable of growing. (iv) Parameter fJ in 
(31) affeets the shape of the drcmieal gradient that attracts an axon to its ta.rget. 
Raising fJ flattens this gradient and thus rccluecs the effect of distanec on competition 
in equation (29). Il.aising fJ thus causes the axonal distribution to become more isotropic 
with respect to distance. 
Learning of Layer 2/3 Excitatory Horizontal Synaptic Weights: Once a. 
horizontal axon reaches its target cell, then the strength of its synaptic connection can 
be modified by activity-dependent eorrclations. vVe use an ins tar learning ]a.w, whieh has 
become the standarcllaw for learning self-organizing maps (Grossberg, HJ76a, 1980b; 
Kohonen, 1989). During instar learning, the activity in the postsynaptie target cell 
turns on learning, and the adaptive weight learns the expeeted value of the presynaptic: 
source cell's signals during intervals when the target cell i:; active. Disynaptic inhibition 
ean prevent a postsynaptic eel! from firing and thus, by instar lcaming, prevent the 
learning of irrelevant horizontal connections (Hess and Donahue, 1994). The synaptic: 
weights V,,qn'.ik carried by the excitatory horizontal axons equal zero at the beginning 
of training, and are updated using the insta.r learning equation: 
·,.
1 
rllt. V,"''·i.ik = ,c;,;k[B(E,".,.;,;k)F(z,,,,., f)Up,,·iJk- V,,,.,Jk], 
ov ('. (33) 
in which the synaptic: weight. V,,<t,.,'.ik tracks the presynaptic signal B(Ep,,.iJk)F(z"""" I')Upq,·ijk 
at a rate proportional to its postsynaptic activity z;:ik· The binary funet.ion B(E""'"':ikl 
enable:; synaptic learning to begin when the axon begins to connect to the target cell: 
if 11 - A(EPcr,i:ik)i < c; 
othervvise. (34) 
Then V,,cr,·i.ik tracks the strength of the ~;ignal F(-z,""'' f)Upq,·i:ik from the source cell. At 
each position, there are four 2-dimen:>ional 1f,,,.;:ik kernels corre:>ponding to the four 
orientational combinations of r and k:. Figures He and 14i show how the vertic:al-to·-
vertiea.l V,,9,.;,;k kernel has developed just before eye opening and after visual dcvdopmcnt 
sclf-cquili bratcs. 
Development of Layer 2/3 Disynaptic Inhibitory Connections: Layer 2/3 
disynaptie inhibition (Figure 1c) is mediated by two weights. Weight T,i,;~; ca.librates 
the mutual inhibition between layer 2/3 inhibitory interncurons in equation (28), and 
weight T,1;k calibrates the inhibition of layer 2/3 pyramidal cells by layer 2/3 disynaptie 
inhibitory interneuron~; in equation (26). These weights have only two spatial indices 
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because they are short-range interactions whose spatial extent is limited to a single 
hypercolumn, indexed by (i,j). The indiees T and k denote the orientations of the 
source cell and target cell, respectively. The weights start with zero values and develop 
using an outstar learning law (Grossberg, 1968, 1980b ). 
Outstar learning of inhibitory connections is used to maintain the balance between 
inhibition and excitation. Outstar learning aceomplishes this by causing the inhibitory 
synaptic weights to track the expected activation of the excitatory cells. If ins tar learn-
ing had been used, then the inhibitory weights would have tra.cked the expec~ted value of 
the inhibitory cells. If an excitatory eel! got more and more active, this would not neees-
sarily eause a balanced increase in inhibition. Instar learning of exeitatory conneetions 
was used in (33) to offset imbalances in cell activation patterns while maintaining the 
seleetivity of eel! connections. Had outstar learning been used for that purpose, then 
problems could have ensued. For example, suppose that two cells, A ancl B, arc learn-
ing exeitatory connections to each other. Let eel! A be aetive 90 percent of the tirne, 
and cell B be active 10 percent of the time. For sirnplicity, assume the aetivities are 
inclepenclcnt ancl always equal to one. If outstar learning were used, then the synaptic 
weight to cell A would approaeh .9, and the synaptic weight. to cell B would approach 
.1. Therefore, the discrepancy between the cells would increase. Outstar learning at 
the horizontal layer 2/3 conneetions could hereby cause some cell:; to get stronger and 
stronger, and could end up using all the axonal resources t.o support connections to 
them, at the expense of other cells. However, with in:;tar learning, the weight to cell 
A would approach .1, ancl the weight to cell B would approaeh .9, thereby reducing 
the cliscrepaney between their mutual activations, without a. los:; of selectivity. It is 
for these reasons that instar and outstar learning were u:;ed to control excitatory ancl 
inhibitory connections, respectively, in the rnoclcl. 
The outstar learning laws that are used to connect the inhibitory kernels T+ a.ncl T-
in C<pra.tions (35) and (36) arc: 
SijT[T L H'j)t}Hi.ikF1(Zpr;n, r)- T,:t.;~.L 
pqR 
(35) 
(36) 
Here, both types of inhibitory weights traek their postsynaptic activities at a rate pro-
portional to their presynaptic inhibitory interneuron :;ignal, .Si.ir· In equation (35), the 
postsynaptic activity is T Lpqll H,ql!i.ikF(zpqn, r) and in equation (36) the postsynap-
tic: aetivity is s;_;k· Kernel T+ hereby tracks the aetivity T Lpqll H,qni.ik~F(zpqll, f) of 
the target pyramidal cell's apical llcnclritcs, which iii derived from layer 2/3 horizon-
tal exeitatory connections. I<crnel T- traeks the activity -'i.ik of the target inhibitory 
interneuron. Figures 14f and 14j show how the vertieal-to-vcrtical T+ weip;ht has clcvel·-
. . 
opec! just before eye opening and after visual clcvdopmcnt self-equilibrates, respectively. 
The vcrtieal-to-vertieal T- weight develops similar values hceause the activity that it 
traeks, .Si_ik, depends on Lpqll Hpqlli.ikF(Zpq!l, r) in equation (28). The anisotropy that 
develops in these kernels helps to simulate psyc:hophy:;ieal data about pcreeptual group-
1(} 
ing in Grossberg and R.aizada (2000). 
Development of Layer 4 Inhibitory Connections: The layer 4 surround inhi-
bition (Figure 1 b) is mediated by W7~,·iik weights that carry mutual inhibition between 
layer 4 inhibitory interneurons in equation (25), and Hl1~,iik weights that carry inhibi-
tion of layer 4 excitatory cells by layer 4 inhibitory interneurons in equation (20 ). These 
inhibitory weight.s start from zero values and develop using an outstar learning rule, 
in which learning is aetivatcd when the source eell turns on. During these sampling 
intervals, weight strength approaches the expected value of the target cell's activity 
at a rate that covaries with the source cell's activity. Such a learning law incorporates 
both Hebbian and anti-Hcbbian properties ( c.f. Singer, 1983), since weight strength can 
either increase or deerease to track and thereby balance its postsynaptic: target activity. 
Inhibitory learning rules of this type have also been used to model dynamic recept.ive 
field ehanges produced by scotomas (Kalarickal and Marshall, 1999). The learning laws 
for the jy- and leV+ weights arc: 
(37) 
(38) 
in whieh the inhibitory weights track their postsynaptic activities at a rate proportiona.l 
to their presynaptic sampling signal, 111"'''" The postsynaptic aetivity is m.;ik in etpta.-
tion (37) and Yi.ik (scaled by C~l) in equation (38). At each position, there arc fom 
2-dimensiona.l Hi- keruels and four 2-rlimensional Hi+ kernels, corresponding to each 
eornbination of vertical and horizontal connectivity; vi"., suhseript:; rand kin (37) and 
(38). Learning of W,~·,·l.il. is restricted to a local, circular window of oampled cells (i,j) 
around a source cell (p,q) such that: 
Dpqi.i = J(;-;=iS2~:-(;;=J)2 < W,,,,J,j2. (39) 
All Vl~~ri.ik weights were initialized to 1-ero at the beginning of training. To reduce 
tlw computational load, the kernels were averaged acroso spatial position after each 
integration otep: 
T,\f'f pqrijl: 1 ~ l TV 2 L.. o[(p- i), (P-I), o[(q - j), ( CJ- .1)] W/fq,.w, 
' I'()IJ 
( 40) 
where o[a, IJ] = 1 if a = b; b[a, IJ] = 0 otherwise, and N 2 is the number of cells in each 
layer. During training, N = 30. A similar approximation procedure was aloo used to 
compute spatial averages of the kernels U, V, T+, and T-. Figures 14c and 14g show 
how the vertical·· to-vertical kernel T,v+ has developed just before eye opening and after 
visual development self-equilibrates, n~spectivcly. Kernel Hi- develops in a. sirnilar way. 
Parameters for the Developmental Equations (37)-(36): Axon growth and 
synaptic. weight update parameters are: 8w = 1.0, c:J = 6.0, vV,.,H!JC = 7, OA = 
0.25, u,,,,, = 44.0, 1/' = 0.01, 
II= 6.0, ,B = 8.0, H.,·nnge = 11, bv = 0.5, E = 0.01, T = 1.5. 
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Training Procedure: Model development oecurred during two suceessive stages, as 
also occurs in vivo. First occurs an initial coarse specification of horizontal connections 
prior to eye opening, followed by a strengthening and increase in the selcctivi ty of 
these connections after structured vision begins. The unstructured vision phase was 
modeled using uniformly distributed random noise inputs which are Gaussianly filtered 
to induce local correlations (Figure 2, left). This Gaussian filtering uses the same 
standard deviation ( O" = 0.5) that was used to define each lobe of the simple cell 
receptive field in equations (10) and (11). Following eye opening, inputs contain spatial 
structure that is determined by objects in the world. We modeled these structured 
visual inputs with randomly sized and positioned rectangles (Figure 2, right), in keeping 
with the idea that essentially all visual objects have linear contours on a suffieiently 
small spatial scale. Rectangle:; were appropriate in the present simulation :;t.udy beca.u:;e 
the model only rcprcsent.ccl horizontal and vertieal orientations. Later work will u:;c 
more orientations and will train the model using real-world images. In the present 
study, ea.eh input image contained 7 reet.angles, each with a. eontrast. that was randomly 
distributed between 0 and 2. The length and width of eaeh rectangle was determined 
by an itmative random process in which each dimension started at zero pixels, grew 
(independently) by one pixel at each iteration, and stopped growing with probability 
0.1 at. ea.eh iteration. The images were processed with wrap--around in both the x and 
y dimensions in order to avoid spurious boundary effects. 
The training procedure eonsist.ecl of presenting each randomly generated image (see 
Figure 2) and integrating cell activation equations (3) (28), using the 4th-order Runge 
Kut.ta method, until equilibriurn, while keeping all the weights :fixed. Equilibrium was 
considered achieved when the average absolute activity change of layer 2/3 pyramidal 
cells, defined in equation (26), fell below a threshold of 0.002. This typica1ly occurred 
after about 20 iterations through equations (3} (28). Then, a single integration step 
of the clcvelopmenta1 equations (37) (36) was run using the 4th-order Runge Eutt.a. 
method. This scheme captured the main idea that development. oceurs slowly relative 
to the t.ime-sca.lc of cell activation. Using this procedure, the network was trained with 
20,000 unstruet.urecl images (Figure 2, left.) followed by 30,000 structured images (Fig-
ure 2, right). After presentation of about 10,000 un:;trueturecl images, the learning 
equations stabilized, and little change took place until the st.rnetured images were prc-
scnt.ccl. A burst of new learning then took place clue to the different statistics of the 
strueturecl images, and did not. stabilize until presentation of about. 15,000 structured 
images. 
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